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1. INTRODUCTION

There are two major approaches to studying economic transition. One of

them, surveyed by Dewatripont and Roland (1996), McMillan (1996), Blan-

chard (1997), Qian (1999), Maskin and Xu (1999), and Roland (2000), uses

formal models of endogenous transaction costs to analyze economic transi-

tion. This approach explicitly spells out the assumptions and predictions

and has all the advantages of the formal models. Its shortcoming is that

most of the formal models are partial equilibrium models that cannot �gure

out the complex interplay between endogenous transaction costs and the

network size of division of labor.

Also, the formal models are too simple to capture the complexity of

institutional changes. The core of transition is a large-scale shift of con-

stitutional rules (Sachs and Pistor 1997). Economic transition (i.e., price

liberalization and privatization) is only part of the transition.

In a recent debate about relative merit of gradual versus shock therapy

approaches to the transition, the gradualist view was overwhelmingly domi-

nant (see Roland, 2000 and Sachs and Woo, 1999). This is partly due to the

lack of constitutional thinking among economists. Some economists who

are in favor of gradualism easily jump to the conclusions by looking only

at the short-term economic e�ects of di�erent approaches to the transition.

To understand why this is not appropriate, we may raise the question: If

the transition of constitutional rules in France in the 19th century had

been gradual, would the transition have been more successful and welfare

improving?

There are three diÆculties in answering the question. First, the long-

term e�ects of the changes in the constitutional rules on economic perfor-

mance are not always consistent with their short-term e�ects. It is not

easy to distinguish one from another of the two. For instance, the forma-

tion of the constitutional order in France started in the French Revolution

and lasted for about one century. The short-term e�ect of the French

Revolution on the economy was disastrous (Beik, 1970). However, the

Napoleonic Code and many other institutions and policies that emerged

from the long transition process from the Old Regime to the new constitu-

tional order might have had positive long-term e�ects on economic devel-

*We are grateful to Yingyi Qian, Ralph Thaxton, YijiangWang, James Wen, Jieh-Min
Wu, Chenggang Xu, Yongsheng Zhang, Francis Lui, Leonard Chen, David Li, Wen Hai,
Tim Zhu, and participants of seminars at Peking University and Hong Kong University
of Sciences and Technology for helpful discussion. The remaining errors are solely of
ours.
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opment in France. This transition, together with the rivalry between the

UK, France, other European continental countries, and the US, generated

the leap-frog of the Western Continental Europe's economic development

over the UK in the second half of the 19th century (Crafts, 1997). Also, the

short-term economic e�ect of the American Independence War and Amer-

ican Civil War was very negative.1 But most historians would not deny

the signi�cantly positive long-term economic e�ects of the two transitions

of constitutional rules.

The transition from the old regime to the new constitutional order may

have signi�cant short-term negative e�ects on economic development for at

least two reasons. First, the transition must face the well-known dilemma of

powerful and legitimate state violence being essential for protecting all in-

dividuals' rights (Barzel, 1997). According to Buchanan (1989), property

rights emerge from the police's powerful (hence credible) and legitimate

violence that can e�ectively enforce the penalty for theft. But such power-

ful state violence usually tends to violate rather than protect individuals'

rights. Because of this dilemma, the short-term economic e�ects of the

changes of constitutional rules on economic development are more likely to

be negative. Second, it takes a long time to build up players' con�dence in

game rules. When changes in game rules occur during the transition, the

lack of credibility of the new rules could create social disorder and have

adverse e�ects on economic development.

The second diÆculty in answering the above question relates to the trade

o� between the smooth buyout provided by gradualism and state oppor-

tunism institutionalized by the dual track approach that is associated with

gradualism (Roland, 2000, p.43, and Cheung, 1996). It is not easy to

identify the eÆcient balance of the trade o�, which might be di�erent for

di�erent countries. The transition to fair, transparent, stable and certain

constitutional rules is incompatible with the dual track approach, which

features arbitrary and discretionary government power and unfair, unsta-

ble, uncertain, and nontransparent game rules. The former requires the

credible commitment of the government to the game rules, while the latter

is characterized by non-credibility of the government's commitment to the

fair rules. Also, the dual track approach institutionalizes the arrangements

wherein the government oÆcials are the rule maker, the rule enforcer, the

referee, and the player at the same time. This is incompatible with the

constitutional principle that they must be separated (see sections 4 and 5).

If economic development is a process in which many countries conduct

social experiments with various institutions in a long period of time in order

1The negative short-term economic e�ect of the American Independence War is doc-
umented in Nettels (1962, p. 50), Nussbaum (1925), Taylower (1932), Philips (1929, pp.
115-19), Deane and Cole (1967, p.48). The negative short-term economic e�ect of the
American Civil War is documented in Woodward (1951, pp. 120-40).
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to �nd the institutions that promote economic development, then some

countries happen to be associated with an evolutionary process toward the

eÆcient institutions and others happen to experiment with the ineÆcient

ones. For the former, economic transition would be associated with gradual

evolution of institutions. But for the latter, the ineÆcient institutions, old

game rules, and related tradition must be discontinued and new game rules

and new tradition must be created and consolidated. This transition needs

big bang to establish credible commitment by major players to giving up

old game rules.

The third diÆculty in answering the question raised above involves the

comparison of total discounted welfare between di�erent generations of in-

dividuals. The French Revolution intensi�es the rivalry between French

continental culture and British common law tradition. This might increase

the generic diversity of institutional experiments and create more opportu-

nities for welfare improvement in human society. Certainly, if such bene�t

exists, it goes to the younger generations in many countries at the cost

of the older generations in France. Similarly, the US's Independence War

increased the genetic diversity of institutions and culture within the Anglo-

Saxon tradition, thereby increasing the welfare of young generations at the

expense of the old ones. But we economists have no consensus about how

to eÆciently trade o� one generation's welfare against the other genera-

tion's. Finally, the transition of constitutional rules usually involves many

stages. It is very diÆcult, if not impossible, to analyze the complete ef-

fects of a single stage of transition. For instance, the French Revolution

had very negative immediate impact on France's economic development.

It did, however, clear the way for Napoleon's big- bang transition to the

new constitutional rules based on the Napoleonic Codes and equality of all

men before the law, which had positive e�ects on France's economic de-

velopment. Mao's experiments with administrative decentralization in the

absence of markets and private property rights in the 1960s and early 1970s

were disastrous for China's economic development. But they generated a

big shock to the central planning in China and cleared the way for Deng's

regional decentralization and other market-oriented reforms.

According to Mokyr (1990), the rivalry between Britain and France was

an important driving force of the big bang transition of French institutions

during and after the French Revolution. According to Yang (1994), the

rivalry between Chinese and Russian communists was an important driving

force of Mao's big shock to the central planning system in 1960 and 1970

China. Hence, it is more important to investigate the driving mechanism
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than to investigate the short-term economic e�ects of one of the many

stages of transition of constitutional rules.2

Recently, many models of the commitment game have been used to show

why, in the short-run, the dual track approach can work in China in the ab-

sence of the credible commitment mechanism to constitutional order (Qian

1999). But it is much more important to use the commitment game mod-

els to formalize North and Weingast's (1989) ideas about why the credible

commitment mechanism to constitutional order is essential for long-term

economic development.

This may need evolutionary game models with information problems to

explain the endogenous evolution of game rules associated with institu-

tional changes and constitutional transition. But so far, no such models

are available. The existing evolutionary game models can only explain the

evolution of strategies, but not that of game rules. We cannot even predict

the emergence of the simple game rule that penalizes theft via criminal

laws, the judiciary system, and the police. Perhaps, evolutionary game

models that formalize economics of state, developed by Barzel (1997), and

economics of constitution, developed by Buchanan (1989), can �nally pro-

vide some tools of the trade for the economics of transition. But before

that, formal models of economic transition might play a quite limited role

in policy making.

They are too simple and too speci�c to be close to real complex large

scale of institutional changes.

Hence, another approach to the economics of transition that involves no

formal models has so far been very inuential in policy making. This line

of research includes the meticulous documentation of changes of institu-

tions and policies and their economic consequences, represented by Lardy

(1998), and the descriptive analysis of policy and history, represented by

North (1997), North andWeingast (1989), Qian andWeingast (1997), Sachs

(1993), and Sachs and Woo (1999).

In this paper, we shall combine the two approaches to study transition

economics. We will use the inframarginal analysis of the network of di-

vision of labor to investigate economic transition. When formal models

are too simple to capture the complexity of institutional evolution, we will

combine this inframarginal analysis with insights from constitutional eco-

2The debate between gradualism and shock therapy has a long history since the de-
bate between Edmund Burke (1790) and French revolutionaries. Olson (1982) was a
recent supporter of big bang institutional transition. He argued that a stable constitu-
tional order institutionalizes rent seeking and big bang to the existing order can break
institutionalized rent seeking. Hayek (1960) was a recent supporter of Burke's view of
spontaneous order and gradual evolution of institutions. It might be fair to say that the
coexistence of British gradualism and French big bang is better than any one of them
alone.
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nomics, new economic history school, and the economics of state to address

problems in economic transition.

Sections 2 and 3 discuss how to use the Smithian models covered in Sachs

and Yang (2000) to investigate the features of the Soviet style socialist

system and the driving mechanism for economic transition. Sections 4

and 5 examine the relationship between market-oriented reforms and the

transition of constitutional rules. Section 6 uses some formal models to

analyze some transition phenomena, such as large scale output fall and

�nancial crisis.

2. THE SOCIALIST SYSTEM AND EVOLUTION IN

DIVISION OF LABOR

In order to understand economic transition, we have to �rst address the

following questions: Why has the Soviet style socialist system �nally been

rejected by most countries that adopted it? Why could such a system sur-

vive, spread, and even achieve short-run impressive growth performance

before it was �nally rejected? The second question relates to the question:

What are the characteristics of the Soviet style economic system? In this

section we shall address the three questions. We then draw the distinc-

tion between the Soviet style socialist system, Mao's socialist system, and

Deng's socialist market system. The distinction can then be used to ex-

plain the di�erences in transition pattern between China, Russia, and East

Europe.

The debate between Lange, von Mises, and Hayek relates to the �rst

question. von Mises (1922) and Hayek (1940) believed that the Soviet

style economic system would fail to work since it cannot obtain necessary

information in the absence of the market. They argued that the calculation

cost for working out an internally consistent plan is too high to be feasible.

Lange and Taylor (1964) used the neoclassical general equilibrium model to

argue that market socialism can solve the problem of a prohibitively high

calculation cost of the economic plan. Under market socialism, markets

for consumption goods are allowed, but all �rms and production means are

owned by the state. The central planner commands the managers of all

state �rms to maximize the pro�t for given prices and report the pro�t

maximizing quantities to him. Then he adjusts market prices according to

excess demand until the markets for consumption goods are cleared. They

believed that market socialism could allocate resources more eÆciently than

a capitalist system. Hayek (1988) and Friedman (1962) disagree. According

to them, the central planner has no incentive to adjust prices to clear the

market, and the managers of state �rms have no incentive to maximize

pro�t in the absence of private ownership of �rms. Instead, the central
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planner has all reasons to keep positive excess demand, which can generate

planning power and a great deal of tangible and intangible bene�t for him.

According to Kornai (1980, 1992), managers will not maximize pro�t and

will not respond to changes of prices if the budget constraint is soft. The

managers have all reasons to understate production capacity and overstate

input requirement, so that prices cannot convey real information in the

absence of private ownership of �rms and factors. Hence, disequilibrium

becomes chronic and resource allocation is distorted.

Some Chinese economists have developed several theories of the Soviet

style economic system in the 1980s. One of them is referred to as the

theory of absence of ownership. Several papers by Hua, Zhang, and Lo

(1988), Yi (1988), Ping (1988), and Men (1988) almost simultaneously

proposed a theory of absence of ownership. This theory states that the

state ownership system is used to purposely divide di�erent components of

ownership of the same property between separate institutions. According

to the de�nition of ownership in the economics of property rights, ownership

consists of two components: exclusive rights to disposal of property and

exclusive rights to bearing (positive or negative) earnings from property

(see Furubotn and Pejovich, 1974). In a socialist economy, rights to disposal

of property are divided among the planning committee, the price bureau,

the labor bureau, the government industrial departments, and managers

of enterprises. The planning committee has a say on long-run investment

and related resource allocation; the price bureau has a say on pricing; the

labor bureau has a say on the assignment of personnel; the government

industrial departments have a say on intermediate term investments and

the allocation of crucial goods and input factors; the managers have a say on

daily managerial decisions. Rights to collecting revenue or enduring losses,

another component of ownership, are divided between the �nance ministry

and the industrial ministries. Hence, no single individual or institution has

complete ownership of a single piece of state-owned property. The Chinese

call this \a system without a real boss," or \a system with an absence

of ownership." It was argued that any decentralization and liberalization

reform of such a system in the absence of any substantive change in property

right structure will create more problems than it solves.

One of these articles (Men Qiuguo, 1988) points to the fact that such di-

vision of di�erent components of ownership between separate institutions

is a necessary sin if there are no private property rights in place. Such

an institutional arrangement mimics a control system in modern corpora-

tions. It is a sort of check-and-balance mechanism. This check-and-balance

system, along with substantial privileges for the top oÆcials provides an

e�ective control system, as well as incentives to manage this system. Zhang

(1986, 1999) proposed several important propositions to highlight essential

rule of privatization in economic reforms. The major of them are several
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impossibility claims under the state ownership system of �rms: \it is im-

possible to have entrepreneurship; it is impossible to separate �rms from

state; it is impossible to constrain managers' behavior via bankruptcy; it

is impossible to eÆciently march management with �rms under the state

joint stock ownership system." He claims that the bureau of state assets is

a second government which is unable to eÆciently manage state assets if

the original government cannot do it.

Cheung (1974) and Shleifer and Vishny (1992, 1993) develop two theo-

ries of price control. The theories are quite relevant to the theory of the

Soviet style economic system. According to Cheung's theory, price control

can be used to create rents, which are the di�erence between the oÆcial

price and the market equilibrium price. Competition for the rents will cre-

ate a possible social disorder that cannot stop until the rents have been

dissipated. The threat to social order calls for a hierarchical social struc-

ture, which distributes rents according to individuals' social status. The

hierarchy is used by the privileged class to pursue their interests at the

cost of society. The theory could mean that shortage is purposely created

(perhaps in the subconscious of oÆcials) to justify a hierarchical social or-

der. Shleifer and Vishny's theory of pervasive shortages under socialism

implies that shortage is a way for government oÆcials to extract monopoly

rents, which is better than a direct monopoly price because it can be used

to cover up monopoly pro�t, thereby reducing public resentment against

monopoly rent. The theories can be used to invalidate Lange's theory of

market socialism. According to Cheung and Shleifer and Vishny's theo-

ries, if the government's purpose is to make use of the shortage to justify

its monopoly power in a hierarchical social structure, how can we expect

it to adjust prices according to excess demand?

The debate generates the conclusion that market socialism cannot work.3

Hungary's experiment with market socialism veri�es this conclusion (see

Kornai, 1986, 1991). However, this conclusion has not addressed our second

question. The Soviet Union did not adopt market socialism in the 1930s

and 1950s. But not only did its central planning system survive, but it

was also di�used to many countries after WWII. It had achieved average

real GDP growth rates of 8% in 1933-1940 and of 9.4 in 1948-1958, as

impressive as China's growth rates in the reform era.4 Why could von Mises

and Hayek (1944) not predict the short-run impressive growth performance

3Recent criticisms of and defenses for market socialism can be found from Bardhan
and Roemer (eds.) (1993).

4See Mitchell (1998, pp. 912, 919) for the growth rates in terms of constant prices in
the Russia during the two periods. This was a surprise to von Mises and Hayek. Because
of this impressive growth performance, Samuelson and many other economists could not
even sense the pending fall of the Soviet economic system when the disintegration of the
Soviet Union was about to occur (see Skousen, 1997).
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of the Soviet style economic system, despite their correct prediction of the

long-run failure of this system? Kornai's theory of socialism and von Mises,

Hayek, Friedman, Cheung, and Shleifer's analysis of socialism have not

addressed the question. The answer to this question relates to the ongoing

debate about shock therapy and gradualism.

Sachs (1994), Sachs and Woo (1994), and Yang (1994) provide an answer

to this question. We shall now outline this answer, which is based on the

development theories generated by Smithian models of division of labor.

As shown in the Smithian models in the Sachs and Yang (2000), economic

development is a process with evolution in division of labor. In particular,

Ng and Yang (1997, see Sachs and Yang, 2000, chapter 15) shows that in a

world of bounded rationality, the evolution of division of labor is determined

by the interplay between organization information acquired by society via

experiments with various patterns of division of labor and individuals' dy-

namic decisions on the experiment patterns. The trade o�s between the

information gains generated by social experiments and experiment costs,

and between economies of division of labor and transaction costs, imply

that more patterns of division of labor will be experimented with and more

organization information will be acquired via the market, the higher the

experiment and trading eÆciency. Since society can only gradually learn

the information about the eÆcient pattern of division of labor, those simple

patterns of division of labor are experimented with before are the complex

ones when individuals are short of organization information. This implies

that economic development involves a gradual evolutionary process from

the simple pattern of division of labor to the increasingly more complex

ones.

As shown in Ng and Yang (1997, see also Sachs and Yang, 2000, chap-

ter 15), however, the latecomers of economic development can mimic the

eÆcient pattern of division of labor by jumping over many intermediate

levels of division of labor if the developed countries have already found the

eÆcient pattern by gradual social experiments. The capitalist institutions

in the developed countries were conducive to a great variety of patterns of

division of labor to have been experimented with by the market. The free

organization information created by capitalist developed countries creates

an opportunity for big push industrialization for the latecomers. It is pos-

sible that big push industrialization can be carried out by a Soviet style

socialist system that has no institutional infrastructure that is essential for

discovering the eÆcient pattern of industrialization. This possibility for

big push industrialization via the imitation of the industrial pattern cre-

ated by capitalist institutions in the absence of the capitalist institutional

infrastructure is the rationale for relatively successful industrialization in

the Soviet style socialist countries in the 1930s and 1950s. It is by ignoring

this possibility that Hayek and von Mises failed to predict the survival,
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spread, and impressive growth performance of the Soviet style economic

system in the middle of the 20th century.

To address the third question, we briey outline the characteristics of

the Soviet style socialist system as follows.

(1) By keeping a low relative price of agricultural to industrial goods

and controlling all �rms, this system used state ownership of all �rms and

central planning to achieve a high pro�t margin of the state industrial

sector. The pro�t of state �rms was allocated to mimic the high saving

and investment rates and a growth rate of the heavy industrial sector that

is higher than in the light industrial sector. This pattern of industrial

development was created by the capitalist industrialization process. In

terms of the Smithian model in Shi and Yang (1995, see also Sachs and

Yang, 2000, chapter 12), the higher growth rates of the heavy industrial

sector are generated by the increases in production roundaboutness and in

the income share of the sector producing producer goods, which are one

aspect of the evolution in division of labor.

(2) State ownership of �rms and a central planning system were used

to organize comprehensive industrial investment programs, which simulta-

neously created many very specialized industrial �rms when the markets

for a great variety of industrial goods were absent. This kind of compre-

hensive state investment program generated a big jump of the network size

of division of labor, which implies a jump of variety of highly specialized

industrial sectors. In the Soviet Union in the 1930s, this kind of compre-

hensive state industrial investment plan was worked out by hiring many

experts from capitalist developed countries (Zaleski, 1980). In China in

the 1950s, this was achieved with the assistance of experts from the Soviet

Union and East Europe. The comprehensive state investment programs

quite e�ectively utilized free organization information about the eÆcient

pattern of division of labor and industrial linkage network e�ects of divi-

sion of labor. A speci�c case of such programs is China's program of 694

large projects and 156 Soviet Union-aided key projects in the 1950s, which

successfully created a large industrial network of division of labor among

many highly specialized �rms within a short period of time, when there was

no market for those highly specialized producer goods (Zhou, 1984). For

instance, a �rm specializing in producing arti�cial diamonds used in the

machine tools industry was established in Zhengzhou as one of the 156 key

projects, with assistance from East Germany when demand for machine

tools was not enough to support a large specialized �rm making arti�cial

diamonds.5

5Such state investment programs are quite consistent with the theory of big push
industrialization discussed in Ng and Yang (1997) and Murphy, Shleifer, and Visiny
(1989). The documentation of the mimicry of capitalist industrial pattern and big push
industrialization in the Soviet Union can be found from Zaleski (1980). Lenin (1939)
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(3) The central planning authorities quite systematically mimic indus-

trial standardization, mass production, the production line, the mechanism

of checks and balances between managers, treasurers, and accountants

within a capitalist corporation, Taylor scienti�c management, and other

organization patterns and management approaches developed by capitalist

�rms. A mechanism of checks and balances between industrial ministries,

the ministry of �nance, state banks, the planning committee, the pricing

bureau, the bureau of material distribution, and other institutions was

established by dividing rights to disposal and appropriation of the same

properties among the institutions. This checks-and-balances mechanism

established quite an e�ective control mechanism for the whole economy

by the central planning authorities. Top government and party oÆcials

collectively claim the residual of the operation of the planning system, so

that they have the incentive to run this system to maximize the residual.

According to Lenin, the Soviet central planner should organize the whole

economy as a large corporation. But on the top of the apparatus, there

were no e�ective checks and balances. The monopoly in founding �rms and

in all sectors by the government and party apparatus is in sharp contrast

to the constitutional order created in the UK in 1688 with free association

(including automatic free registration of private �rms) and an independent

judiciary. That system establishes checks and balances on the top of the

political arena. Hence, the Soviet style socialist system creates great room

for institutionalized state opportunism.

(4) The central planning authorities used a set of material balance ta-

bles and an iterative procedure to match demand with supply of goods

in the absence of markets for intermediate factors. The system can fairly

well approximate the result generated by Leontief's input-output method.6

However, the Leontief input-output method cannot take into account the

substitution between di�erent inputs. It is incapable of sorting out the

�nal demand for consumption goods and of providing an e�ective incentive

mechanism for players to reveal private information. According to Roland

(2000, chapter 1), the equilibrium that is achieved via a dynamic iterative

process of the central planning is ineÆcient.7

outlined his understanding of the features of capitalist industrialization, which Soviet
planners mimic later on. The documentation of China's big push industrialization can
be found from Fang (1984).

6For the operation of the material balance process in a Soviet style economic system,
World Bank (1984) provides detailed documentation.

7The early literature of the socialist economy focuses on feature (4) of the socialist
system and has paid too little attention to features (2), (3), and (5). In fact, the
comprehensive state investment program is much more important than balance of daily
production plans in a socialist system. Kornai's theory of the soft budget constraint
focuses on feature (5).
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(5) However, the imitation of all successful patterns of industrializa-

tion and internal patterns of capitalist �rms was realized by destroying

the capitalist institutional infrastructure that generated the successful pat-

terns of industrialization and organization in the capitalist developed econ-

omy. This is the �rst centralized social experiment with economic institu-

tions. The precondition for a centralized social experiment is to establish

monopoly power in the sector that designs system arrangements. This

was realized through violent revolution, violent infringements upon private

property rights, and \red terror" in the numerous purging campaigns.8 The

lack of fair competition in the sector that designs institutional arrange-

ments implies that the institutional arrangements that are chosen cannot

be eÆcient. Also, the Soviet style socialist economic system is the �rst

system that was purposely designed by a government rather than emerging

from the spontaneous evolution and from interactions of players through

fair competition and the voluntary trade of property rights. According to

Hayek, eÆcient institutional arrangements can emerge only as a result of

such fair competition and voluntary trade.

As Sachs (1994) suggests, the strategy of imitating the industrialization

pattern of the capitalist developed economy, in the absence of a capitalist

institutional infrastructure, can generate short-run impressive growth per-

formance. However, as the potential for the imitation has been exhausted

or as the network of division of labor becomes increasingly more complex,

the long-run cost of this strategy will outweigh its short-run bene�t since

this system does not have an institutional infrastructure that can create its

own capacity for economic development and institutional innovations.

More generally, when the latecomer to economic development tries to

catch up to the developed country, it usually follows a reverse engineering

of institutional development. It �rst tries to mimic the industrial pattern,

then the economic institution, such as the organization structure of private

�rms, then the legal system, such as corporation laws, then the political

system, such as representative democracy. It may �nally adopt some con-

stitutional rules, such as checks and balances on power, and ideology and

behavior norms from the developed countries. According to North (1994)

and North and Weingast (1989), the original process of economic devel-

opment in the UK was the other way around. Ideology and moral code

determined the prevailing constitutional order, which determined the po-

litical system and legal system, which then generated a certain economic

performance. In a geopolitical environment without an overarching polit-

ical power in the international political arena, the economic performance

di�erence between countries will generate pressure for changes in ideology

8Riskin (1987) and World Bank (1984) document the process to establish a Soviet
style socialist system.
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and constitutional rules. North believes that changes in ideology and moral

codes are much slower than changes in economic structure. This, together

with the fact that the latecomer has more opportunities for mimicking

new technologies, implies that many latecomers are tempted to substitute

technical imitation for institutional imitation. This generates short-term

bene�t at high long-term cost by delaying diÆcult as well as important

constitutional transition. This is referred to by some economists as \curse

to the latecomer."

It should be noted that Mao's socialist system is substantially di�er-

ent from the Soviet style socialist system. Rivalry between Chinese and

Russian communists created a sort of check-and-balance in the interna-

tional political arena that involves the design of institutional arrangements.

Hence, Mao's political instinct, which was sensitive to the rivalry, led him

to create his administrative decentralization proposed in his 1956 speech

\On Ten Important Relationships" (Mao, 1997a). The rivalry is the grand

background from which the di�erences between the reforms in China and

Russia emerge.

During the Great Leap Forward in 1958-1961 and the Cultural Revolu-

tion in 1966- 1970, and since the Cultural Revolution, an e�ective central

planning system has not existed in China. Five year plans and annual

plans were virtually only on paper. The success of the �rst �ve-year plan

in China in the 1950s misled Mao to conclude that the success was due

to the merit of the socialist system that was created by communists. He

did not understand that the success was based on Russians' imitation of

the capitalist economy. Hence, Mao tried to invent his own communist

institutions, such as the commune and mass eating halls. Also, Mao had

a strong anti-Soviet Union sentiment. He advocated for administrative de-

centralization against central planning, for self- suÆciency of each �rm,

each county and each province against specialization and division of la-

bor, for a mass line against professionism, for small scale, self-suÆcient

communes and brigade �rms with indigenous technology against large-size

state �rms with advanced technology, and so on (see Mao, 1977b). This,

on the one hand, slowed down the evolution of division of labor in China

and kept rural China a traditional autarchic society. On the other hand,

it created a vacuum in coordination mechanisms in Mao's China: neither

central planning nor the market could coordinate the division of labor de-

veloped in the �rst �ve-year plan. This vacuum was �lled by quasi-private

�rms and collective �rms during the Cultural Revolution and by commune

and brigade �rms, which are later referred to as township and village enter-

prises (TVE) after 1984, and by a decentralized bilateral and multilateral

bargaining system in the 1970s. Procurement fairs that implemented de-

centralized bargains were developed in the Mao era. Barters were very
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common in the fairs and sometimes commodities in short supply were used

as commodity money.9

As the 1996 World Development Report on the transition economies indi-

cates, \Despite the industrialization e�orts of the 1950s and 1960s, China

was very poor and largely rural at the start of its reforms. Agriculture

employed 71 percent of the work force and was heavily taxed to support

industry. Social safety nets extended only to the state sector - about 20

percent of the population. Poor infrastructure and an emphasis on local

self-suÆciency led to low regional specialization and large numbers of small

and medium-sized �rms. The economy was far less centrally planned and

administered than the Soviet economy. Local governments had greater

power and developed considerable management capacity, preparing them

for a more decentralized economy. Chinese industry also received subsidies,

but cross- subsidization was less pervasive (than in the Soviet Union)."

\Because the agricultural sector had been so heavily repressed, freeing it

up had immediate payo�s. : : : China thus started transition largely as a

peasant agrarian economy and with far greater scope for reallocating labor

than Russia." In the former Soviet Union, more than 85 percent of the

workforce was in non-agricultural state enterprises, compared with around

18 percent of the workforce in China (Sachs and Woo, 1999, Table 6). Per-

haps 99 percent of the labor force of the former Soviet Union (including the

14 percent of the labor force in state and collective farms) were entitled to

an \iron rice bowl" under the Soviet system as of 1985 (see Cook, 1993, for

extensive documentation of worker protections in the Soviet Union). Very

high proportions of workers in the Eastern European economies enjoyed

similar guarantees.

Yang, Wang and Wills (1992) have shown that rural China was quite

an autarchic society until 1978. The degree of commercialization was .3

before 1978, although the �rst �ve-year plan developed a high level of di-

vision of labor in urban China by mimicking the pattern of Soviet Union's

industrialization. This means that rural China could develop a high level

of division of labor either via commercialization or via central planning.

It is easy to develop a commercialized market system from a low level of

division of labor. But it is extremely diÆcult to develop private property

rights and related markets in an economy with a high level of division of

labor which was developed through central planning. Reforms were easy in

9Qian (forthcoming) documents Mao's two administrative decentralization movements
in 1958-1960 and in 1969-1975. Also, the features of the evolution of institutional ar-
rangements from Mao's China to the reform era can be identi�ed by putting information
from the following sources together. Bruun (1993), Granick (1990), Liu (1992), Nee and
Sijin (1993), Oi (1986), Perkings, ed. (1977), Riskin (1971, 1987), Schurmann (1968),
Solinger (1992), Vogel (1989), Walder (1986, 1992), Wank (1993), Wong (1985, 1986a,
b).
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rural China because of a low level of division of labor. In contrast, reforms

in urban China were more diÆcult because of a much higher level of divi-

sion of labor there established via central planning (see Byrd, 1983, 1991,

Byrd and Tidrick, 1987, Perkins, 1988, and Walder, 1989). However, it was

much easier in China as a whole than in Russia because the central plan-

ning system was paralyzed during the Cultural Revolution. Also, Mao's

industrial system was much more disintegrated and locally self-suÆcient

than the Soviet style socialist system.

If an economy has developed a high level of division of labor quite suc-

cessfully through centralized big push industrialization, then the centralized

planning system which is not good for long-term economic growth is em-

bodied in the high level of division of labor which contributes to long-term

economic growth. Since the sophisticated input and output interdepen-

dence generated by a large network size of division of labor is coordinated

by the central planning system, it is extremely diÆcult to separate the

dismantling process of the central planning from the malfunctioning of the

coordination of a large network of division of labor. There is an inertia to

use central planning to coordinate the high level of division of labor if re-

forms take place gradually. A big push or shock therapy may be necessary

to cut o� the central planning coordination mechanism from the high level

of division of labor. In the process, paralysis of the input-output network

might be inevitable because of the high risk of coordination failure in a

large, highly interdependent network of division of labor. Put another way,

a well developed central planning system can be dismantled only through

shock therapy, since the system itself does not have the institutional infras-

tructure that is necessary for discovering the eÆcient institutional arrange-

ments over the transitional period from the Soviet style socialist system

back to a capitalist system.

China experienced the shock process during 1958-1961 and 1966-1970,

when the central planning system was paralyzed by Mao's Great Leap

Forward and the Cultural Revolution, and during 1971-1976, when Mao's

policy of administrative decentralization prevailed. Mao's administrative

decentralization divided the ownership of state �rms among the central,

provincial, and county governments and communes. In contrast, in the

Soviet Union, there was a uniform ownership of all state �rms. Deng's re-

gional decentralization consolidated Mao's administrative decentralization

by institutionalizing the �scal relationship between the central and provin-

cial governments. Government revenue from tax and state �rm pro�t was

divided between the central and provincial governments according a cer-

tain division rule. In the early stage of Deng's regional decentralization, a

�xed amount of provincial government revenue was delivered to the cen-

tral government. In the later stage, a �xed proportion of the tax revenue

was delivered to the central government. A Chinese style �scal federal-
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ism emerges from the evolution, which provides a driving force for China's

reforms in the 1990s. This �scal federalism separates tax categories and

a collection institution of local governments from that of the central gov-

ernment, with help from the World Bank (Qian and Roland, 1998, Qian

and Weingast, 1997). Deng's �scal federalism is in striking contrast with

the much more centralized �scal relationship between the federal and local

governments in Russia (Zhuravskaya, 1998 and Qian, 1999). This partly

explains the di�erence in reform performance between China and Russia.

But contributions of Deng's regional decentralization and �scal federal-

ism to economic development should not be overstated. First, it fragments

the market and promotes monopoly power of local state enterprises (Zhou,

1999, He, 1997, p. 206). In other words, Deng's regional decentralization

inherits the bad sides of Mao's administrative decentralization, thereby re-

tarding the formation of the integrated national market. Lardy (1998a, p.

204) uses the automobile sector to illustrate this point. Second, China's �s-

cal federalism is far away from the �scal federalism in the US. A residential

registration system which has been in place since 1954 greatly restricts the

free mobility of labor and human capital. Despite recent reforms to this

system, which allow migrants who have no permanent residence in large

cities to obtain annually renewable temporary residency, the migrant's po-

sition in China's large cities is not as good as that of immigrants with green

cards in the US. Migrants in China must pay much higher school fees for

their children and a much higher price for housing than local permanent

residents. In Beijing and other large cities, �rms hiring migrants with no

local permanent residency are heavily �ned by the government.10 Finally,

China has a very centralized appointment system for leading provincial

government oÆcers. The central government regularly rotates the oÆcers

between provinces to make sure that they are absolutely loyal to the cen-

tral government when local interests are in conict with that of the central

government. Hence, when Deng purposely kept a weak central government

for political reasons after 1989, the �scal federalism was more like that of

the US. But when Premier Zhu moves to increase the power of the central

government in the post-Deng era, the �scal system becomes far away from

the �scal federalism in the US.

China still had a great scope for the strategy of big push industrialization

and imitation when it entered the reform era. The high income share of

the traditional autarchic sector in China implies that it still has room to

mimic the eÆcient pattern of division of labor in the capitalist developed

economy in the absence of private property rights and market. But the

10For a meticulous documentation of the evolution of China's residential registration
system, see Cheng (1991). An updated version of this thesis, which covers recent changes
of the system, is available from Cheng. According to him, urban residents have more
voting rights than rural residents in China.
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potential bene�t for this strategy had been already exhausted in the Soviet

Union when it started its reform program.

But China's impressive development performance is not only due to the

potential for mimicking the old capitalist industrialization pattern. Also,

a great variety of social experiments in Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, South

Korea, and other East Asian countries provides room for a new mimicking

strategy. The newly industrialized capitalist economies provided free in-

formation on a new pattern of industrialization of labor- intensive exports.

This pattern exploits a signi�cant di�erential in per capita real income

between developed and less developed economies to export labor-intensive

manufactured goods in exchange for capital-intensive equipment. Ethnic

Chinese businessmen from Taiwan and Hong Kong bring human capital,

entrepreneurial expertise, institutional knowledge, and capital, which are

essential for the imitation of the new capitalist industrialization pattern,

to China. The Chinese government also purposely learned from Taiwan

and Hong Kong's experience. For instance, the special economic zone is

certainly a direct imitation of the export process zone and the free trade

zone in Taiwan and other capitalist countries. The zones signi�cantly re-

duce transaction costs caused by tari� and other barriers to trade. Private

rights of foreign direct investors are much better protected in the zones

than in the rest of the host country. According to the theory of capital and

division of labor in Yang (1999, see also Sachs and Yang, 2000, chapter 16)

and the theory of indirect pricing in Yang and Ng (1995, see also Sachs

and Yang, 2000, chapter 8), this implies that foreign entrepreneurs have

a strong incentive to indirectly sell their entrepreneurial know-how to the

host country via the institution of the �rm.

But Deng's reform era shares two fundamental elements of Stalin and

Mao's socialism: the party's monopoly of political power and the domi-

nance of state owned �rms. According to Lardy's documentation (1998),

the state sector expands in terms of level of output and employment, em-

ployment share, and level and share of �nancial resources that it receives

during the reform era. In the largest special zone, Shengzhen, state-owned

�rms dominate the economy. In 1992 when many government institutions

were short of revenue, they were encouraged to found lucrative businesses to

subsidy their expenses. Many new government enterprises and businesses

were founded at very high speedy, so that 60-90% of government institu-

tions run commercial businesses (Wen, 1999, pp. 319-27). The government

institutions use their dual positions as regulation makers and enforcers and

players in economic arena to pursue state opportunism. For instance a

local government tax bureau runs a restaurant and uses predation tax to

force other local restaurants to close and a police unit runs an enterprise

producing �rework and uses its power in issuing licenses to maintain its

monopoly in this business (Wen, 1999, p. 321). The institutional char-
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acteristics imply institutionalized state opportunism and corruption. Eco-

nomic development is still a hostage of the vested interests of the privileged

class.

The most important characteristic of China's market-oriented reforms

is the absence of constitutional order and the rule of law. This implies

institutionalized state opportunism, self-dealing of the ruling class, and

rampant corruption. We will analyze the features of the market-oriented

reforms in the absence of constitutional order in section 5.

In summary, China's impressive growth performance in the 1980s and

1990s can be attributed mainly to its low initial level of development (i.e.,

the nature of its recovery from disastrous Maoism) and to the new oppor-

tunity for mimicking the new export- oriented industrialization pattern.

Deng's socialist market economy emerges and evolves from a mix of Mao's

administrative decentralization and state-owned �rms, and the imitation of

Taiwan and Hong Kong's new development pattern. In this sense, Deng's

socialist market system is di�erent from Lange's market socialism, from

Stalin's socialism that mimics the old capitalist industrialization pattern

under central planning and the uniform state ownership of �rms, and from

Mao's socialism that does not copy any capitalist experience. It is possible

that after the potential for mimicking has been exhausted, China's new

pattern of socialism may fail to work, as what happened to Soviet style

socialism after the successful imitation of old capitalist industrialization in

the 1930s and 1950s.

Misunderstanding the initial conditions and driving forces of China and

Russia's reforms generates many misleading views on the comparison be-

tween China and Russia's reforms.

The �rst of them is the overstatement of development performance of

China by some China experts. As pointed out by Sachs and Woo (1999),

China's broad growth performance is not better than the performance of

other East Asian economies. Virtually every market economy in East Asia

has grown very rapidly in the past thirty years, based on a strategy of rapid

export growth of labor-intensive manufactures. During 1986-94, China

averaged an annual per capita growth of around 5.6 to 6.8 percent in PPP-

adjusted GDP. Other East Asian countries also showed equivalent or even

higher rates of annual per capita growth in PPP-adjusted GDP over the

longer period of 1965-90, including: Hong Kong, 5.8; Korea, 7.4; Singapore,

7.4; Taiwan, 6.3; Indonesia, 4.7; Malaysia, 4.5; and Thailand, 4.6. In

addition, the di�erence in per capita real income between China and newly

industrialized countries, such as Taiwan, is still increasing.

China's oÆcial statistics overstate real growth rates too. Lardy (1998)

shows that oÆcial data overstate the growth rate by at least 1-2%. Ac-

cording to some Chinese scholars, such as Luo Shao (Economic Highlights,

May 15, 1999, p. 1), the oÆcial data overstate growth rates by 2-3%. Also,
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Lardy (1998) provides evidence that the Chinese government purposely

hides information about bad loans of state banks and the �nancial state of

state �rms. China's development performance is greatly inferior to what

the oÆcial data indicate. Wolf (1998, p. 17) shows that even if China's

growth rates are much higher than Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, the US,

and Germany, the di�erence in per capita real income between China and

these countries will still increase before 2015 because of a very low abso-

lute level of per capita real income in 1979 China. Hence, we must pay

more attention to the absolute di�erence in per capita income level and its

change than to the di�erence in growth rates.

Some economists argue that China's short-run impressive growth perfor-

mance indicates that privatization of state-owned �rms is not necessary for

a successful transition. This is equivalent to the false statement that the

Soviet Union's short-run impressive growth performance in the 1930s would

ensure the long-run success of the Soviet socialist system. Other economists

(Qian, 1999) consider China's �scal federalism as the major explanation for

impressive growth performance. This may not be very convincing, since

post-communist Eastern Europe as a whole is much closer to a �scal fed-

eralism than is China's communist centralized government system. The

variety of institutional experiments in Eastern Europe is certainly much

greater than in di�erent provinces in China. If �scal federalism is the most

important determinant of the di�erence in transition performance, then it

is Eastern Europe, rather than China, that should have better transition

performance. As we discussed before, di�erent initial conditions, di�er-

ent development stages, room for imitation, and inaccurate Chinese oÆcial

data explain the di�erences in transition performance.

Economic transition is part of the transition in constitutional rules.

Speed and the time path of the transition are determined by its driving

mechanism. Hence, the next section will focus on the driving mechanisms

for constitutional transition.

3. DRIVING MECHANISMS FOR TRANSITION

Many historians agree with the view that a great driving force for exper-

iments with various institutions and di�usion and imitation of and transi-

tion to successful institutions in Western Europe is a geopolitical structure

where no single overarching political power exists (Sachs and Yang, 2000,

chapter 1). This implies that the sizes of major countries are close, so that

there is no very large country that can dominate others in Western Eu-

rope. Intensive competition between many governments in small countries

is conducive for the emergence of more capable governments. This can

explain why large inland countries, such as Russia and China, are slower

than other countries to adopt competitive institutions. This also explains
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why small island countries, such as Britain, Japan, and Taiwan, are more

able to quickly adopt competitive institutions.

The renaissance in Western Europe had profound and complex e�ects in

consolidating the decentralized political structure in Western Europe. On

the ideological level, mankind and the meaning of life itself were put at the

center of renewed philosophic speculation. On the economic level, the rise of

competing city states in Renaissance Italy spurred the role of international

trade, with the attendant market institutions of banking, contract law,

shipping law, and secured transactions. Political speculations, crowned by

Machiavelli's The Prince, explored ways for the Prince to strengthen the

state in competition with other states, including the role of the state in

fostering economic prosperity.

Throughout European history, innovations in economic and political life

have started in one region and then spread to others on the basis of their

perceived or demonstrated advantages, or through conquest, colonization,

or imperial rule. It was considerably more diÆcult for new European ideas

and institutions to spread into Russia and China's vast continental ex-

panse. Institutional innovations carry less well into continental, largely

self-contained societies, such as China, India, and Russia than they do into

small, open societies that are dependent for their very survival on inter-

national trade, international alliances, and the timely adoption of \best

practices" from abroad. Perhaps \small is beautiful" in economic reform,

if the small entity isn't simply gobbled up by a larger power.11 In any

event, it is probably no accident that Russia, China, and India have had

the most diÆcult time of all the traditional societies in the world in adopt-

ing the new political and economic institutions from abroad, even when

those institutions have an overwhelming track record of e�ectiveness.

Sachs and Woo (1999) and Roland (2000) have provided evidence that

small transition economies have greater state capacity in managing transi-

tion. They gain institutional knowledge faster and can manage rapid tran-

sition better than large size of transition countries (Sachs and Woo, 1999,

p. 14). A quite successful Eastern- European-style \big bang" in Vietnam

in 1989 might be partly attributed to the small size of this country.

The post-socialist countries in Eastern Europe and the current transi-

tional economies in Asia provide a suÆciently great genetic diversity of

countries and cultures for a great variety of institutional experiments with

transition from the socialist system to the capitalist one, with which human

society has no previous experience. Simultaneous experiments with vari-

ous patterns and speeds of transition in many countries may provide the

opportunity to quickly acquire institutional knowledge about transition.

11Pipe (1999, p. 153) attributes the rise of parliamentarism in Britain and its decline
in Spain and France in the middle age to the small size of Britain relative to that in
Spain and France.
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Many economists may argue that particular historical and cultural tra-

ditions of di�erent developing countries may lead to di�erent institutional

transition paths. Asking all countries to follow the same transitional path

might be criticized as an outdated imperialist attitude and a self-centered

view of the western cultural tradition. The development experience in

many countries seems to reject this criticism. Some countries, such as the

Soviet Union and 1949-1979 China, tried to mimic capitalist industrializa-

tion without the capitalist legal system and property right structure and

failed. Other countries, such as Taiwan and South Korea, tried to mimic

the capitalist legal system and property right structure without a demo-

cratic political system before the end of the 1980s. They realized that

this does not work and �nally initiated the transition to a constitutional

democracy at the end of the 1980s. Japan mimicked all the capitalist le-

gal, political, and economic institutions from Britain and Germany, but

kept the Emperor's substantive power. It had very successful economic

development in the absence of real constitutional checks and balances of

the Emperor's power. Then it entered WWII, aggressing upon China and

other countries and bringing disaster to the Japanese, Chinese, and other

Asian peoples. Even after the big-bang constitutional transition under the

American military occupation, Japan still kept some of the \Asian behavior

norms" for the relationship between the government and private business,

which caused the troubles in 1990 �nancial crisis.

All this experience suggests that there is a universal institutional core

that is essential for long-term successful economic development. Hence,

the transition is a harmonization process of the institutions in ex-socialist

countries with global capitalist institutions, rather than a process to create

institutional innovations that are substantially di�erent from the capitalist

institutions (Sachs and Woo, 1999).

4. MARKET-ORIENTED REFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH

THE TRANSITION OF CONSTITUTIONAL RULES

There are two patterns of transition. One is adopted by Eastern Europe

and Russia, in which market-oriented reforms are just a small part of the

transition of constitutional rules. The other is adopted by China and Viet-

nam, in which market-oriented reforms are implemented under communist

game rules (i.e., a communist monopoly of political power). We consider

�rst in this section the former pattern of transition.

Example 1: Russia's constitutional transition

As Sachs and Pistor (1997, pp 3-5) indicate, the tradition to the rule

of law in Russia has been absent. In the �rst stage of the transition from

January 1992 to October 1993, reforms were implemented under the old

communist regime. During this period, economic reforms were launched
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consisting of three major pillars: price and trade liberalization, stabiliza-

tion, and privatization. From the very beginning, all of these measures

remained incomplete, and indeed some of them failed during this period.

The record of stunted reforms is linked to the absence of constitutional

order in several ways. First, the government often lacked the political

and constitutional means to implement reforms, especially in the face of

entrenched opposition from the communist-era Supreme Soviet. Equally

important, the government lacked constitutional restraints on its own be-

havior, so that many opportunities for reform were squandered by oÆcial

abuse and corruption.

The failure of stabilization, for example, can be traced proximately to the

behavior of the Russian Central Bank, which issued massive and ination-

ary credits to the economy. The explosion of credits mainly followed the

appointment of Mr. Viktor Gerashchenko, the Communist-era head of So-

viet Gosbank, as chairman of the Central Bank in June 1992. During 1992

and 1993, the Russian Central Bank transferred a very large proportion

of national income (perhaps as much as 40% of GDP in 1992, and 20% of

GDP in 1993) to key pressure groups, political favorites of the Government

and the Bank, and various cronies of leading oÆcials, with the transfers

being �nanced by the ination tax imposed on the society at large. The

Bank's books were unauditable, with large ows of untraceable money.

The common denominator of all these distortions to the reform process

was the absence of rule of law in government decision making and execu-

tive authority. Procedures were ad hoc, non-transparent, and often corrupt.

Civil society was too weak to o�er important countervailing pressures, so

that abuses went largely unchecked. Decision making was not guided by

general legal norms evenly applied, but was rather individualized to par-

ticular enterprises and pressure groups.

The �rst phase of reforms saw the eruption of political power struggles

that brought the country to the edge of a civil war. The second phase,

which started in October 1993 and went until the present saw the con-

solidation of political and economic power by those who had gained the

most during the �rst phase. This consolidation was accompanied by gover-

nance of more orderly rules, if not always by formal law. The state Duma

operated under the new rules, and elections were held as scheduled in De-

cember 1995. In addition, presidential elections were held on schedule at

the end of Yeltsin's �ve-year term. At the same time, many deep con-

stitutional problems remained. Struggles over executive power continued

in a new though less dramatic guise, between the government and various

parts of the presidential apparatus. After 1992, the presidential apparatus

grew to enormous proportions outside constitutional constraints or public

oversight.
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Whether the rule of law has taken hold in Russia is a diÆcult question to

answer. Countries that respect the rule of law usually share the following

features: they \divide the powers of government among separate branches;

entrench civil liberties (notably, due process of law and equal protection

of law) behind constitutional walls; and provide for the orderly transfer

of political power through fair elections" (Sachs and Pistor, 1997). The

subjection of the sovereign to predetermined legal constraints a�ects public

and private law development in a given country. Where this is the case,

arbitrary state interference is minimized, and state action - as a regulator,

tax administrator, or contract enforcer - becomes impartial and predictable.

It takes time to reform the judicial system, to train and/or to replace its

personnel, and to replace existing laws with new ones. Nevertheless, it is

important to assess whether the commitment to the rule of law, as opposed

to personal �at, however well intentioned, is apparent. Indicators for such

a commitment include the division of powers, civil liberties, independent

judiciary, and the orderly transfer of power.

Before 1991, hardly any of these features were established in Russia. As

of 1996, a number of important achievements have come about. A new

Constitution is in place which, despite some doubts about the validity of

the procedure by which it was adopted, has apparently found widespread

legitimacy. Two parliamentary elections have been held under this Consti-

tution. Most importantly, perhaps, presidential elections have been held

and the unsuccessful contender accepted them.

These achievements are signi�cant, indeed remarkable, but we should

also note that Russia has not yet experienced an orderly transfer of political

power, so that the hardest test of the new constitutional order has not yet

been seen.

The new constitution acknowledges the separation of powers, but a closer

examination reveals the limits of these nominal commitments. In partic-

ular, the division of power between the legislature and the executive is

blurred. This is most visible in the legislative powers allocated to the Pres-

ident. The President may rule by decree, and his decrees are binding as

law.

It is worth noting that most provisions of the Constitution would not hold

water if legally contested. The liberal idea that civil rights are natural-law

rights and shall be used as a defense against the state seems alien to the

Russian Constitution. In its language, the state grants these rights to its

subjects. But what the state grants, it may also take away again. In addi-

tion, the Constitution lacks the crucial procedural safeguards to ensure the

e�ectuation of civil liberties, including equal protection of the law. \Spe-

cial" laws designed for a particular person or entity, as opposed to general

laws addressed to an anonymous or only generally de�ned target group,

have been rampant in Russia. They provide the legal basis for tax ex-
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emptions, special privatization rules, and allocation of rights to those with

the best access to the President's decree power. As a result, the state re-

tains ample scope for arbitrariness, which not only creates uncertainty, but

also provides a breeding ground for corruption. Gray and Hendley (1997)

set out three basic conditions for law-based private transacting, which are

good laws, sound supportive institutions, and market based incentives that

create a demand for law and legal institutions. Drawing from a compar-

ison with commercial law development in Hungary, they suggest that the

development of e�ective judicial and administrative support institutions is

the most diÆcult task to accomplish, not only in Russia, but also in other

transition economies. However, Russia still falls short of providing the �rst

conditions for law-based transactions: good laws that reduce transaction

costs and enable private actors to mobilize their own rights. Pistor (1997)

discusses the implications of the lack of a comprehensive corporate law

at the outset of privatization for the development of property rights and

corporate governance post-privatization. She traces the nature and qual-

ity of legal rules issued in post-socialist Russia, not only to Russia's legal

tradition, but also to policy choices made by reformers during the course

of economic reform. She argues that comprehensive legal reform was de-

layed in favor of speedy economic reforms based on ad hoc decision making

and decrees with detrimental consequences for the development of property

rights and governance structures.

As indicated by Sachs and Pistor (1997), the roots of Russian exception-

alism in the rule of law and in the lack of economic freedom, in comparison

with the rest of Europe, - are deep. The exceptionalism far predates the

1917 Bolshevik Revolution, and indeed was already dramatic in the mid-

19th century, when Alexander II launched his attempts at the Great Re-

forms (described by Owen, 1997). The exceptionalism can be traced back

several centuries, plausibly to the start of the Muscovite state.

Following the emergence of Moscovy from more than two centuries of

Mongol domination (1240-1480), law has played a conspicuously less im-

portant role than in Western Europe. The great formative stages of West-

ern European law - the application of Roman Law by medieval Europe;

the struggle of the Princes and the Papacy over political authority and

legitimacy; the Renaissance and the Enlightenment - touched Russia only

indirectly. Perhaps equally important, after the 16th century, the Russian

Orthodox Church was subsumed in state power. The Tsar was both the

head of state and the head of the Russian Orthodox Church. This dual role

eliminated one of Western Europe's key bulwarks against the concentration

of power in the hands of a single ruler. Medieval Europe's prolonged strug-

gle between Church and State over sovereign authority, natural law, and

political legitimacy played a fundamental role in fostering law-bound state

power and bolstering standards of political morality; in Russia, by con-
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trast, the struggle ended in a dominant state and a politically subservient

Church.

The trade o� between the bene�t of constitutionalism and the demand

for exible and great executive power (Hellman, 1997), which was the focus

of the debate among Russian economists and policy makers, is similar to

the trade o� between the reduction of resistance from the vested interests

and institutionalization of state opportunism of the dual track approach

in China. Shleifer (1998) has made an argument in support of Russia's

shock therapy. According to him, corruption, which is associated with evo-

lutionary approach to reforms, is a way to buy out the monopoly power

of the privileged class. However, he goes on, corruption is not an e�ec-

tive method of reform for two reasons. First, the implicit contracts based

on corruption are not easy to enforce because the entitlement for selling

government oÆcials' control rights is not legally well de�ned. Second, tol-

erance of corruption will generate incentives for creating more government

oÆcials' control rights. Hence, the most eÆcient way to initiate reforms is

to remove government oÆcials' control rights through the kind of privati-

zation reform seen in Eastern Europe and Russia. But as Sachs and Pistor

(1997) suggest, the success of liberalization and privatization reforms is

dependent on the transition to constitutional order.

Hellman (1997, p. 58) provides empirical evidence for a positive cor-

relation between growth performance and the passage of constitutions in

East and Central Europe. The result is not convincing, since the transition

of constitutional rules is a very complicated and long process. Compared

to short-term negative e�ects of the transition of constitutional rules in

the American Independence War and Civil War on economic growth, the

current diÆculties in Russia's transition are not unusual and cannot be

attributed to the shock therapy approach. But because of the lack of any

tradition of rule of the law in Russia, Russia's transition might be more

diÆcult than were American and French transitions in the 17th and 19th

century. It took one century for France to transition from the Old Regime

to the new constitutional order. Russia is a large and mainly inland coun-

try, with a history that is more unfavorable to the transition. It is likely

that Russia's transition from communism to the new constitutional order

is as diÆcult as was France's transition in the 19th century. Many schol-

ars attribute Russia's poor transition performance to weak enforcement of

laws. However, as Pistor (1997) points out, the weak enforcement is due to

bad laws and state opportunism. A comparison between 18 century Britain

and France by North (1981, 147, 158-170) also suggests that a great state

taxation and law enforcement capacity in Britain was due to fair consti-

tutional order and weak state capacity for taxation and law enforcement

in France's old regime was due to state opportunism and to the absence

of fair constitutional rules. Chinese case provides another support for this
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view. Since the Chinese communist party's monopoly of political power in-

stitutionalizes state opportunism that uses laws (which are often bad laws)

to pursue interests of party apparatus at the expenses of society at large.

This \rule by laws," distinguished from the rule of law, makes the law en-

forcement in China very weak. Many court rulings cannot be enforced in

the 1990s (He, 1997).

5. MARKET-ORIENTED REFORMS IN THE ABSENCE OF

CONSTITUTIONAL ORDER

China's dual track approach is representative of the market-oriented re-

forms in the absence of constitutional order. China's Constitution

(http://www.quis.net/chinalaw) is similar to other socialist constitutions

that give the Communist Party a monopoly of political power and reject

the notions of division and of checks and balances of power. One of the

di�erences between China's Constitution and that of the Soviet Union is

that in its preamble, the ideology of Marxism, Leninism, and Mao thoughts

are taken as the source of the legitimacy of the power structure in China.

Although Western scholars of law consider the preamble as having no legal

implication, its notion on the source of power is similar to the old notion of

the origin of power being from Divine, rather than from contract and the

consensus of the ruled. Western constitutionalists, such as Pilon (1998),

would pay particular attention to the three features of the Chinese Consti-

tution. First, it is programmatic. It sets up a speci�c agenda for building

socialism. Hence, it is more like the bylaws of China, Incorporated. Second,

in the Chinese Constitution, there are no genuine provisions for popular

rati�cation. It gives no indication how citizens join or consent to so far-

reaching a program. It thus raises fundamental questions about the legiti-

macy of Chinese Constitution. Finally, all citizens' rights are given by the

state and party apparatus, but monopoly of power by the state and party

apparatus is given from \Divine" - ideology of Marxism, Leninism, and

Mao Thoughts, which needs no justi�cation. Hence, Pilon (1998, p. 355)

calls the Chinese Constitution \a program for unlimited government."12

So far, no inuential movement to reject the Constitution has been de-

veloped in China. The sense of crisis among Chinese people is not strong

enough. This, together with the large size of China, implies that pressure

for the transition of constitutional rules is too weak for serious considera-

tion of such a transition. Hence, China's market-oriented reforms can be

conducted only within a \bird cage" of communist game rules. It is not

12For history of the Constitution of People's Republic of China and its recent amend-
ments, see Pilon (1998), Yang (1994), and Qian (1999).
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surprising that reforms are hijacked by the vested interests of the party

apparatus.

The arrangements in which the rule maker, the referee, the rule enforcer,

and the player are all the same party apparatus institutionalize state op-

portunism, which pursues the party's interests even if social welfare is sac-

ri�ced. The state opportunism is illustrated by the government's control

of the entry of private �rms into the important sectors and state predation

of private �rms. There is a list of sectors in which domestic private �rms

are not allowed to operate. The sectors include the banking sector, post

and telecommunications, railroads, airlines, insurance, the space industry,

petroleum chemistry, steel and iron, publications, wholesale business, news,

and others. In addition to the thirty sectors, private �rms are restricted

from operating in another dozen sectors, including automobile manufac-

turing, electronic appliances, and travel agencies (Huang, 1993, p. 88). In

addition, a sti� licensing system for international trade, wholesale and retail

distribution networks, publication, and many other businesses eliminates

many lucrative opportunities for private business, generating trade conict

with the US and other developed countries. In particular, all government

institutions which have power to issue licenses have vested interests in the

sector where licensees operate. For instance, the license for international

trade is issued by the Trade Ministry, which is the largest owner of trade

companies in China. The license for the wholesale and retail distribution

network is issued by the local government committee which owns local state

distribution networks. Of course, the principle for issuing a license is to

promote the monopoly interest of the government institutions.

Mueller (1998) documents the adverse e�ects of state monopoly of the

telecommunications sector on economic development. This monopoly im-

plies that the regulator of this sector, the major player, and the referee who

enforces the regulation are the same state organization. State opportunism

is then institutionalized and retards economic development. Also, China

has a very sti� government approval system of founding �rms. There is

neither free association nor automatic registration of a company except in

the Hainan Province (Mao, 1999, Pei, 1998). Also, there are arbitrary and

often very high registration capital requirements for founding �rms. This,

together with the residential registration system and the state monopoly in

the housing and banking sectors, provides many e�ective control methods

that can be used to pursue state opportunism. As Pilon (1998) points out,

all the self-dealing is, of course, supported by the fundamental game rules

in China's Constitution.

State predation of private �rms started in political campaigns in the

early 1950s. According to Bai, et al, (1999), it has continued in the reform

era. One persistent cause is the ideological discrimination against private

businesses amid power struggles and ideological debates within the gov-
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ernment. As Bai, et al (1999) document, another form of state predation

in the reform era was simply revenue grabbing. Governments of di�erent

levels tended to impose various kinds of taxes and fees in order to grab as

much of the observable revenue from their business jurisdiction as possible.

A 1988 study of private �rms in Liaoning Province found that taxes and

subcharges alone would take away 63% of the observed enterprise pro�ts.

When the scores of di�erent fees were also taken into account, the tax bur-

den was even higher. Such a tax burden made it hard for private �rms

to survive, unless they evaded taxes and fees by hiding their transactions

and revenue (China Economic Almanac, 1989, p. 107). Ten years later,

a 1998 study of private �rms in the Anhui Province reported that gross

pro�ts for many products was about 10whereas total taxes and fees added

up to more than 10%. There were more than 50 types of fees imposed

on a private business, and some types of these fees are prohibited by the

government's own publicized regulations and rules. This study reached the

conclusion that \owners who do not want to close down their businesses

had no choice but to evade taxes" by hiding revenue (Jilin Daily, May 30,

1998). Peasants in the rural areas were major victims of excessive taxes

and fees. Throughout the reform period, the government made countless

promises to reduce extortive levies and the discretionary tax on peasants,

but extortive levies and discretionary taxation continued to be widespread.

In some places, 61 di�erent types of fees were charged (Ding, Yan, and

Yang eds., 1995).

China started to mimic western style laws in the 1990s. But under the

communist constitutional rules, the laws, such as the Corporation Law

passed in 1994, and the Anti-Unfair Competition Law passed in 1993,

cannot be implemented. The incompatibility between Corporation Law

and the communist constitutional rules is noted by Yang (1998) and that

between the state monopoly in the telecommunications sector and Anti-

unfair Competition Law is noted by Mueller (1998, p. 200). It might

be concluded that imitation of many Western style laws would not work

within the communist constitutional rules. The constitutional constraint

implies that China's reforms can only follow the dual track approach. This

approach generates long-term costs that likely outweigh its short-term ben-

e�t of buying out the vested interests of the privileged class. We will use

several examples to illustrate this point.13

Example 2: China's rural reform and land system

The �rst example is China's rural reforms and land system (see Yang,

Wang, Wills, 1992, Sachs and Woo, 1999, p. 30, and Wu, 1998). In China's

rural reforms, use rights of land that is collectively owned by villagers were

given to farmers in the end of the 1970s. The sale of land was strictly

13See Roland (2000, p. 15, p. 198) for the cost of dual track approach.
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prohibited in the 1980s, though transfer of use rights has been permit-

ted under tight regulations since 1984 (Yang, Wang, Wills, 1992, p. 18).

Village cadres control reallocation of land according to changes in village

population. The data suggest that the impressive agricultural growth in

the early years of agriculture reform was a one-shot improvement in pro-

ductivity that followed the liberalization of the agricultural sector and the

introduction of the household responsibility system for land tenure. A sim-

ple extrapolation exercise indicates that the big achievement of the 1978

agriculture was to return rice and wheat yields to their underlying trends

that were suppressed by the stringent collectivist agriculture practices of

the 1958-1977 era.14

Growth of the agricultural sector slows down after 1985 due to three

factors. The �rst factor was farmers' uncertainty about future land use

rights. Despite the 1984 government decision that farmers could get leases

up to �fteen years long, Prosterman, Hanstad and Li (1996) found in their

�eld work the following fact. \Local oÆcials have not implemented this

policy to any signi�cant degree... [In] many villages, representatives from

the collective take back all the land in the village every three to six years

and reallocate the plots to adjust for changes in household size. The result

is that farmers have refrained from making many small long-term improve-

ments (e.g. digging wells and small feeder drains, applying more organic

fertilizer) in the land that would have increased grain yield."15

Johnson (1994) pointed out that some of the government's policy re-

sponses to the post-1985 slowdown increased farmers' concerns about land

security, and hence reduced farmers' work e�orts and investments in the

land. For example, the government announced in late 1990 that some

farming operations, like plowing, fertilizing and harvesting, would be re-

collectivized in order to reap economies of scale from mechanization.

The second important factor for agriculture stagnation is that the state

monopoly of the procurement and distribution network of grain has been

strengthened since 1994 (Lin, 1998, p. 68). The monopolized distribution

system causes an appallingly large scale of corruption and waste. When the

state decided to clamp down on ination in late 1993, grain procurement

quotas were re-introduced and price controls were put on 27 agricultural

commodities. Worse yet, whenever credit was tightened to �ght ination

(1985, 1989 and 1992), the government would pay for part of its grain

14Speci�cally, the 1982-91 yield levels for rice and wheat lie on the straight lines
extrapolated from the 1952 yield levels using the yield growth rates of the 1952-57
period.

15To us, this �nding of widespread uncertainty about future land use rights explains
the long time puzzle why rural land markets in China have been surprisingly inactive
despite the legality of lease transfers. For another case-study, see \No Rights Mean No
Incentive for China's Farmers," New York Times, December 15, 1996.
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procurement with coupons (IOUs) instead of cash (Sachs and Woo, 1999).

This also explains the agging growth in grain production.

A third factor contributing to the post-1985 slowdown in agricultural

productivity growth has been the large reductions in investment in agricul-

tural infrastructure (e.g. irrigation works) in the years after 1979. The level

of real investment in agricultural infrastructure in 1994, for example, was

only 58 percent of the 1979 level. It appears, however, that in many rural

areas the decline of state investment in agricultural infrastructure was ac-

companied by a reduction in state e�orts to develop human resources. This

can be explained by the absence of a land market and related contracts.

Even in the absence of state investment, the agricultural infrastructure can

be developed by land related contracts. But within the institutional con-

straint, project contracts based on land entitlement are not feasible. Also,

in the absence of land trade, local governments cannot raise revenue on

property tax and sales tax of land. The local government must use pro�t

of township and village enterprises, expropriate tax, and discretional fees

to raise enough revenue for keeping the spirit of local oÆcers and for in-

frastructure construction. But this institutionalizes corruption and other

opportunism by local oÆcers, thereby restricting government fund raising

capacity.

According to Wu's documentation (1998), this dual track approach to

land ownership generates a dilemma between the eÆcient commercial use

of land and social justice. Many local oÆcers in coastal provinces divide

village owned land into two parts: land that can be leased to foreign or

private companies for commercial use and land used by villagers for house-

hold farming. Under the \dual land system," village oÆcers gain control

rights to commercial land and grab rents from it. In exchanges, villagers

claim priority rights to employment in the �rms leasing land. But the

di�erence between the rents and employment income is huge. Hence, the

whole process is that the local oÆcers steal rents from villagers who collec-

tively own land. Since this stealing is so unjust, many farmer protests have

taken place. The central government was forced to prohibit the practice of

the dual land system. This prohibition retards local industrialization and

eliminates many socially bene�cial business opportunities.

In summary, the institutional constraint imposed by the communist Con-

stitution generates dilemma between justice and eÆciency. The dual track

approach developed under market-oriented reforms in the absence of con-

stitutional order institutionalizes corruption and opportunistic behavior by

government oÆcers and creates more obstacles to constitutional transition.

Yang, Wang, and Wills (1992) estimate the degree of transferability of ru-

ral land in China and estimate the potential gains of privatization of land

ownership. According to their econometric model of the relationship among

per capita real income, the degree of commercialization (level of division
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of labor), and eÆciency indices of specifying and enforcing property rights,

Chinese peasants' per capita real income would increase by 30% if free

land trade were allowed in 1987. This again veri�es Sachs and Woo's claim

that despite (rather than \because of") the dual track approach, China's

agricultural sector has had quite an impressive development performance.

But if the dual track approach were replaced by a transition to complete

private ownership of land as in pre-1949 China, China's economic perfor-

mance would be even better and the current agricultural stagnation would

not occur.

Example 3: China's township-village-enterprise

The second example of the dual track approach is Chinas' township-

village-enterprise (TVE). As Sachs and Woo (1999) indicate, there are two

common usages of the term TVE that can be potentially confusing: the

oÆcial usage in statistical collection and the academic usage in discussion of

ownership-type. The oÆcial statistical meaning has broadened over time.

Prior to 1984, TVE referred to township-owned or village- owned, and from

1984 onward, TVE statistics also include joint-owned (by several persons

or families) and individual-owned (by one person or family hiring less than

seven employees). The present oÆcial statistical usage gives the impression

of TVEs being overwhelmingly private in nature, because 87 percent of

TVEs in 1994 were individual-owned. Individual-owned TVE produced

less than 27 percent of TVE output, and less than 19 percent of industrial

TVE output.16

However, most academic discussions on the ownership structure of TVEs

implicitly use a narrower de�nition that covers only the enterprises that are

registered formally (and increasingly falsely, in our opinion) as township-

owned and village- owned. This implicitly narrow de�nition explains why

Naughton (1994) and Walder (1995) categorically described TVEs as \lo-

cal government-owned." Unless otherwise noted, we will adhere to this

narrow de�nition of TVEs as public-owned in the following analysis on the

\ownership nature of TVEs."

The TVE is hardly innovative, since such local government or collectively

owned �rms were experimented with in many countries, such as Japan

and Qing Dynasty China, in the end of the 19th century. But under a

constitutional order that protects private rights of �rms, such �rms and

collectively owned �rms are not competitive in most cases. The TVEs

operate entirely outside of the state plan, and with rather hard budget

16Data are from the 1992 TVE Yearbook. Li (1999) documents a case of spontaneous
privatization of TVE via the transformation to public holding companies in Shunde
county of Guangdong province. According to him, a long spontaneous privatization
process since the end of the 1980s has already transformed most TVEs in this county to
joint stock companies. In the end of the 1990s, private �rms become dominant players
in this county though corruption, predation, and other state opportunism are rampant.
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constraints (receiving few subsidies from the state budget of the central

and provincial governments, and only rarely from local government).

Without question, local governments have viewed the TVEs as an impor-

tant potential source of revenues for local budgets (Oi 1992). In the early

1980s, the central government introduced the explicit tax contract, a sys-

tem of �scal contracts where the central government negotiated a revenue

quota with each province. This �scal contract arrangement is replicated

at each level of government down to the township level. This revision in

�scal relations makes the local governments the residual claimants of in-

come generated by any �rms established by them at the local level. \As a

result, local governments use every method possible, including many which

straddle the boundaries of legality, to promote rural industry, at the same

time milking it to supplement their government budgets" (Zweig, 1991).

Some economists view TVEs as an important and highly successful in-

stitutional innovation, melding market incentives with public ownership.

Others, by contrast, view them as a partially successful half-way house on

the way to real private ownership. While the former emphasize the special

�t of the TVEs with China's undeveloped economic conditions, the latter

emphasize the serious institutional constraint and problems ahead unless

China moves now to real privatization of the TVEs (Sachs and Woo, 1999).

The foundation for collective-owned rural industrial enterprises was laid

during the decade-long Cultural Revolution, when the oÆcial emphasis on

self-reliance and the breakdown of the national distribution system caused

the rural communes to expand their non-agricultural activities. These

commune-brigade enterprises were relabeled as TVEs when the commune

system began to dissolve in 1979. The concern for rural underemployment

and local development has led to steady liberalization of the rules gov-

erning the formation of TVEs; and since 1984, the terms of approval and

supervision of TVEs have varied greatly across regions.

Given the varieties of TVEs, the vagueness about their ownership and

control, and their evolving nature, it is therefore natural that di�erent au-

thors have emphasized di�erent \basic" characteristics of the TVEs, often

without acknowledging their great diversity over time and space. For ex-

ample, Nee (1996) regards TVEs as informal joint ventures between the

state and the private sector, often with \extensive informal privatization of

collective-owned assets and �rms," whereas Walder (1995) views TVEs as

\under a form of public ownership no di�erent from the large urban state

sector." Peng (1992) emphasizes the \semi-private" nature of TVEs to ex-

plain their operational autonomy, while Oi (1995) accents a state-centered

view in which TVEs are the production units in \a large multi-level cor-
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poration" managed by the county- township-village hierarchy.17 The ter-

minological haze has thickened in the 1990s with the additional easing of

restrictions on the registration of �rms as TVEs, making the co-existence

of true TVEs and red-capped private enterprises a common phenomenon

in many places, as stressed by Ronnas (1993).

The TVE system in the reform era inherits many advantages as well

as disadvantages of Mao's commune and brigade �rms. It distorts the

geographical location of �rms, retards eÆcient urbanization, relocates re-

sources from large state �rms with advanced technology to local �rms with

inferior technology, and creates a Chinese style dualism: the coexistence

of exible TVEs with inferior technology and rigid, large state �rms with

superior technology.18 This dualism implies a dilemma between the ex-

ploitation of technology and location eÆciency and the exploitation of X

eÆciency. Hence, impressive growth of the TVEs has its cost too. Under

a free enterprise system, many TVEs might be replaced by large private

�rms located in the urban areas, which are more competitive than large

state �rms in urban areas. Hence, from this view, a very high growth rate

of TVEs might be ineÆcient. Alwyn Young (cited in Roland, 2000) pro-

vides empirical evidence for the distortions generated by TVEs and related

regional decentralization. Wen, et al (2000), Je�erson, et al (1999), and

Murakami, et al (1994) have found empirical evidences that private �rms

are more eÆcient than collective �rms including TVEs, which are more

eÆcient than state owned �rms.

TVE shares all the common aws of the enterprise system under local

government control. It generates unfair game rules since the rule maker,

the referee, and the player are the same local government. It institutional-

izes state opportunism and corruption. Hence, game rules are not stable,

transparent, and credible. The adverse e�ects of the TVE on economic

development have not received enough attention, while many China spe-

cialists have paid a great deal of attention to its advantage compared to

the Soviet style system of state �rms under the complete control of the

central government. The TVEs have a harder budget constraint than do

state �rms owned by higher levels of government. They as a whole are more

competitive than state owned �rms. According to Wu's excellent �eld work

(1998), the TVE, together with the half-way house approach to reforms of

the land ownership system and with the residential registration system,

generates a very peculiar Chinese style feudal system. In this system, local

government oÆcers' territory jurisdiction power, judiciary and enforcement

power, control rights to land, oÆcial position in the party apparatus, rights

17According to Oi (1992), the county government was corporate headquarters, the
township governments were regional headquarters, and the villages were companies.

18China's degree of urbanization is much lower than in capitalist economies with
similar per capita real income (He, 1997, p. 275).
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to founding �rms, rights to raising money, and control rights to the TVE

are not separable, just like in a feudal system in Europe in the Middle

Ages. The case of Daqiuzhuang illustrates the characteristics of the feudal

system (He, 1997). Party head Yu Zuomin in village Daqiuzhuang blocked

the state police's enforcement of the court order in a murder case. Yu is the

leading government oÆcer, party head as well as the president of all TVEs

of this village. He controls the local paramilitary force and has de facto

judicial power. Many media reports also indicate that local government

oÆcers use the TVE as a vehicle for predation. They force village folk to

contribute to funds for setting up a TVE and to take on all the risk of the

venture. Revenue from the venture is then grabbed by the oÆcers (He,

1997).

Under the Chinese style feudal system, people are ranked as di�erent

groups with di�erent rights. The local party oÆcers are �rst-class citizens

who have all rights and privilege to pursue their vested interests at the

cost of others. The second class of citizens are village folks who have local

residency. They can get good jobs in the TVEs and claim part of the

welfare fund of the village. The third class of citizens are migrants who

do the dirtiest job in the TVEs and cannot receive any part of the welfare

bene�ts. This is similar to a feudal system, for the following two reasons.

First, local residents will lose their claims to land ownership which is not

tradable if they migrant to another location permanently (Ye, 1999). An

individual's social and economic position is determined by her political

and residential stature rather than by her income and her constitutional

rights. The Chinese style communist-feudal system, together with low labor

mobility caused by the residential registration system and the state housing

system in cities, explains why local government and collectively owned �rms

boom in rural China, while they are not as competitive as capitalist �rms in

the capitalist economies, where individuals have personal freedom and can

freely trade labor, capital, land, and other properties. The feudal system

and low labor mobility imply that community members expect to remain

in the same place inde�nitely and the common interests of residents in the

same local community are quite stable. Hence, they have more incentive

to contribute to the TVEs than they would in a free market system.

This new feudal system not only distorts the matching between man-

agers and �rms, the geographical location pattern of �rms and resource

allocation, and retards urbanization, it also generates social injustice that

may cause social unrest.

The TVE ownership structure is highly unusual by international stan-

dards. In most East Asian countries with rural industry, such as Indonesia

and Thailand, ownership of small enterprises is private, often within a

family. By contrast, TVE ownership is collective, at least oÆcially. Some

scholars have argued that collective ownership reects deep Chinese cul-
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tural patterns (Weitzman and Xu 1994). However, this \cooperative cul-

ture" hypothesis would appear to be called into question by the dominance

of small private enterprises in rural Taiwan, as well as by the prevalence of

small, Chinese-owned private �rms throughout East Asia. If there is any

cultural aÆnity regarding small business, it would seem to be for private,

family-owned businesses rather than collectively owned businesses.

Other scholars have said that collective ownership is an e�ective way to

raise capital funds for rural enterprise and to reduce the principal-agent

problem by shortening the supervision distance (Oi, 1995, and Walder,

1995). They use these reasons to interpret the TVE ownership structure

as a good adaptation to market failures caused by China's underdevel-

oped markets for factors of production. According to Naughton (1994),

\Banks are ill-equipped in the early stages of transition to process small-

scale lending applications and assess risks. Local government ownership in

China played a crucial role in �nancial intermediation. Local governments

could better assess the risks of start-up businesses under their control ...

and serve as guarantors of loans to individual TVEs."

Some economists have even interpreted the TVE record as de�nitive

proof against the conventional wisdom that private ownership is the natu-

ral ownership form of small-scale enterprises, and argued that what mat-

tered for eÆciency is not ownership but competition in product and factor

markets (Nolan 1993).

Sachs and Woo (1999) are skeptical of this functionalistic explanation of

TVE ownership form, especially of its emphasis on the state's superiority

in �nancial intermediation. Taiwan's small and medium private enterprises

exhibited dynamic growth in the 1960-1985 period even though they were

heavily discriminated against by the wholly state-owned banking system.

The informal �nancial markets (curb markets) appeared \spontaneously"

to cater to their needs (Shea and Yang, 1994). The power of market forces

(when tolerated by the local authorities) to induce �nancial institutional in-

novations was also recently seen in Wenzhou city in Zhejiang Province when

economic liberalization began in 1979. Liu (1992) reported that \Ninety-

�ve per cent of the total capital needed by the local private sector has been

supplied by `underground' private �nancial organizations, such as money

clubs, specialized �nancial households and money shops ..."19

An adequate general theory for TVE ownership structure should be based

on two main considerations. First, private ownership was heavily regulated

and discriminated against in many areas until recently. While individual

ownership was given constitutional protection in 1978, private ownership,

which is considered di�erent from individual-ownership in China was given

19Despite the great contributions of local private banks to economic development, the
government still follows the regulation that prohibits private banking business and closes
many local private banks (Lardy, 1998a, pp. 53-57).
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constitutional protection only in 1987. Therefore, (registered) collective

ownership of rural industry arose as the primary response to the pro�table

niches created by central planning because of the severe disadvantages

faced by enterprises registered as privately owned. Zhang (1993), using

\non-collective TVEs" to refer to partnerships and individual and private

enterprises, reported that \in virtually all aspects relating to local govern-

ments, the non-collective TVEs tend to be unfavorably treated .(compared

to) their collective counterparts. Areas in which local governments appear

to have discriminated against non-collective TVEs include access to bank

credits, to larger production premises, to government allocation of inputs

and energy, to government assistance in solving technical problems and for

initiating joint ventures and so forth. In the �eld of taxation and pro�t

distribution, there is evidence that non-collective TVEs run a greater risk

of being excessively levied, and that local governments tend to treat the

non-collective TVEs more arbitrarily than they do the collective ones."

In short, the \market failures" identi�ed by some China experts are not

caused by ineÆciencies intrinsic to a private market economy (like external-

ities and public goods). These so-called market failures are actually created

by ideologically- motivated constraints imposed by the state. Speci�cally,

the banks have extended more loans to TVEs than to private enterprises

because of state directives, and not because of the TVEs being intrinsically

more eÆcient or because of the local banks' recognition that the local gov-

ernments were better assessors of risks than they themselves (Chang and

Wang, 1994).

There is general assent that the TVEs face stronger market incentives

(including harder budget constraints) than do the state owned enterprises

(SOEs). As shown in Sachs and Woo (1999), two of the three types of

TVEs, the Jiangsu and Zhejiang types are fairly similar in essence to the

red-capped private enterprises. The local oÆcials have the private incen-

tive to maximize the pro�ts of TVEs because \the careers and salaries

of oÆcials at the county, township and village levels are directly a�ected

by the performance and growth of their rural enterprises" (Oi, 1995), and

because neither local residents nor workers have access to legal, formal

channels to exercise their ownership rights. In short, informal privatization

by local oÆcials has reduced the principal-agent problem and rendered the

TVEs more eÆcient than the SOEs. This private-incentive (informal pri-

vatization) hypothesis would explain why Peng (1992) found that the wage

determination process was the same for rural public enterprises and rural

private enterprises.

If this interpretation of \informal privatization" is valid, then continued

TVE eÆciency is possible only if the group cohesion of local oÆcials does

not degenerate into individual e�orts at asset-stripping. We see the key to

the group cohesion in Jiangsu and Shandong in the 1980s to be the heavy
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discrimination against private enterprises in these regions. The resulting

lack of economic space in these regions to hide looted assets diminished the

incentive for individual oÆcials to rob the TVEs they oversaw. Without

the strong legal discrimination against private property, asset- stripping

would have occurred more freely, and the ineÆciency normally observed

with informal privatization would have become more prevalent.

If this view is correct, the crucial implication is that gradual growth in

the relative size of the private sector and in labor mobility will eventually

undermine the group cohesion among local oÆcials against individual asset-

stripping (by providing secured hiding places for looted property), and

thereby damage TVE performance.

With the further reduction in discrimination against private ownership

since early 1992, intended to ameliorate the rural unemployment caused by

the 1989-91 austerity policies, many TVEs have been taking o� their \red

hats" - albeit with diÆculties in many cases.

As China heads toward a market economy, an increasing number of pri-

vate companies are no longer feeling the need to register as \red cap" or

collectively- owned ventures because the di�erence in preferential treat-

ment between private and public units has been narrowed. But there is

a problem. The collective units are now arguing that private �rms could

not have developed without their help. As the so- called \owners" of the

companies, the party apparatus usually asks for high compensation for the

\divorce" or asks the companies to merge with state �rms. (\Private �rms

jump to take `red caps' o�," China Daily, November 4, 1994.)

Example 4: China's state �rm reform and price liberalization

The third example of the dual track approach is China's state �rm re-

forms and price liberalization (Sachs and Woo, 1999, p. 17). By 1983, a

de facto contract responsibility system (CRS) of the SOE had emerged.

An SOE would sign an individually negotiated contract with its supervis-

ing agency specifying the annual amount of revenue (tax-cum-pro�t) to be

turned over to the state, thereby supposedly giving the �rm the incentive

to maximize its �nancial surplus. However, SOEs remained subject to a

soft budget constraint, being absolved of the responsibility of paying the

contracted amount if the �nancial outcome was poor. Managers and work-

ers colluded to rip state assets in the format of bonus and employee bene�ts

in kinds. As a result, the state found the decline in revenue expressed as a

percent of GDP to be much larger than anticipated.

In 1983, the state began to replace the CRS with an income tax. This

income tax system was short-lived, however, because it not only failed to

arrest the decline in revenue-GDP ratio, but state �rms tried to bargain

with the government over tax terms and to claim that the government

determined prices, rather than their management, taking responsibility for

low pro�t. By 1986, SOEs were reverting to an expanded CRS. Under
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this system, many managers set up collective �rms to transfer valuable

assets to them and leave all bad debt to the state �rms contracted. Also,

many contractors cannot honor their contracts (see Qiye Jingji, Enterprise

Economy, 1995, No. 7, p. 45). This is not surprising, since according to

the economics of property rights (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972), nobody has

the incentive to �nd good contractors and to eÆciently enforce contracts

if nobody claims the residual rights of the state �rms. The CRS was again

replaced by an income tax in January 1994. As shown in Yang and Ng

(1995, see also Sachs and Yang, 2000, chapter 8), claims to private residual

rights of a �rm are essential for indirectly pricing entrepreneurial services

which involve prohibitively high direct pricing costs. Hence, privatization

of the SOE is essential for successful reforms. Whether China's experience

of state �rm reform con�rms this depends on empirical evidence.

As reported in Sachs and Woo (1999, pp. 19-28), the productivity perfor-

mance of the SOEs remains a highly contentious issue. Some researchers see

improvements, while others do not. But most writers have two important

points of agreement: (1) SOE productivity growth, if any, has been lower

than non-state �rm productivity growth; and (2) improvements in total

factor productivity (TFP), if any, are associated with quickly deteriorated

�nancial performance of the SOEs during the reform period.

There has been a steady increase in SOE losses since additional decision-

making powers were given to SOE managers in the mid-1980s. The situa-

tion stabilized in the 1990-91 period when the state attempted to recover

some of the decision-making power devolved to the SOEs. In 1992, de-

centralizing e�orts accelerated at the initiative of local leaders after Deng

Xiaoping called for faster economic reforms in order to avoid the fate of the

Soviet Union. The unexpected result was that faster economic growth was

accompanied by larger SOE losses. About two-thirds of the Chinese SOEs

ran losses in 1992 when output growth in that year was 13 percent. These

enterprise losses cannot be blamed on price controls, because price controls

covered only a small proportion of SOEs in 1992. State enterprise losses

have continued to accelerate since then. In the �rst quarter of 1996, the

entire SOE sector slid into the red for the �rst time since the establishment

of the People's Republic of China in 1949. It reported a net de�cit of 3.4

billion yuan.

Some economists emphasize the \spontaneous appropriation" of �rm

pro�ts by managers and workers as the most important cause for the gen-

eral decline in SOE pro�ts. With the end of the central plan and the

devolution of �nancial decision- making power to the SOEs, the key source

of information to the industrial bureaus regarding the SOEs were reports

submitted by the SOEs themselves. This reduction in the monitoring abil-

ity of the state in a situation of continued soft budget constraints meant

that there was little incentive for state-enterprise managers to resist wage
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demands, because their future promotion to larger SOEs was determined

in part by the increases in workers' welfare during their tenure.

The �nancial weakness of SOEs has destabilized the macroeconomy by

increasing money creation through three channels. The �rst channel is the

monetization of the growing state budget de�cits caused by the declining

�nancial contribution from the SOE sector. SOEs paid income taxes that

amounted to 19.1 percent of GDP in 1978, 6.6 percent in 1985 and 1.7 per-

cent in 1993; and they remitted gross pro�ts of 19.1 percent, 0.5 percent

and 0.1 percent respectively (World Bank 1995, Table 7.3; and 1996b, Table

23). The second channel for money creation is the �nancing of mounting

SOE losses by bank loans. The third channel is the disbursement of invest-

ment loans to the SOEs to make up for their shortage of internal funds to

�nance capacity expansion and technical upgrading.

Some economists claim that SOEs take care of social welfare for the

government, and new nonstate �rms have younger employees and have

little burden of pension payments and other welfare bene�ts. Hence, a

deteriorated �nancial performance of SOEs is understandable as the size of

the private sector relative to the state sector increases.

Lardy (1998a, pp. 53-57) documents the fact that the SOEs have been

expanding in terms of levels of output and employment and in terms of

employment share and �nance share, although its output share decreases

and �nancial performance deteriorates. In particular, most of the loans

made by the monopolized state bank system go to the SOEs, and other

inputs into the SOEs have been increasing. As he shows, the �nancial

performance of state �rms has deteriorated despite increasing competition

and continuous market liberalization in the past two decades. The rise

in liabilities relative to assets of state-owned �rms, reaching an average of

85is perhaps the most conclusive evidence. According to Lardy (1998a, p.

119), China's four major state banks as a group have a negative net worth

and thus are insolvent. This potential �nancial crisis is mainly caused

by the deteriorating �nancial performance of the SOE. He indicates that

the combination of a rising savings rate and signi�cant seignorage have

provided the central government with �nancial resources that it has used

to temporarily paper over deeply rooted structural problems. Contrary

to Bai, et al (1999), this view implies that anonymous banking in China,

which encourages an unusually high saving rate, is a source of a potential

�nancial crisis rather than a driving force of China's growth.20

20The anonymous banking can protect private properties against state predation on
the one hand, it protects also money laundry and associated corruption. Because of insti-
tutionalized state opportunism, Chinese government's tax collection capacity is rapidly
weakening as the private sector develops. Hence, Bai, et al (1999) considers the anony-
mous banking, combined with control of interest rates, as an e�ective way for govern-
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It is notable that the original demands of the 1989 Tiananmen demon-

strators were for reduction of ination and corruption. We therefore think

that the oft-given justi�cations for the absence of privatization in China on

the grounds of preserving social stability may be overlooking the social ten-

sions being created by the asset- stripping, corruption, and macroeconomic

instability caused by the unreformed ownership structure of the SOEs. (Of

course, corruptly managed privatization, as in the case of natural resources

in Russia, can also lead to profound inequities and social instability). He

(1997, pp. 71-240) documents the large scale of corruption caused by the

dual track approach to the land market, state �rm reforms, and price re-

forms. According to her, the large scale of corruption has been so pervasive

that immorality and opportunism have spread into every aspects of soci-

ety. According to many Chinese whom we contacted, resentment against

social injustice caused by this large- scale corruption may cause a popular

rebellion against the regime. But this serious potential consequence of the

dual track approach has not received its deserved attention from economists

outside of China.

Reports since 1995 indicate that full-scale sales of small and medium

SOEs have occurred all over China. The best known example is Zhucheng

city in Shandong province, which started privatizing SOEs in 1992 when

two-thirds of its SOEs were losing money or just breaking even.21 Almost

ninety percent of county-supervised SOEs in Zhucheng have already been

privatized. The acceleration in the SOEs' conversion to joint-stock com-

panies reects the leadership's opinion that partial privatization through

public o�erings in the stock markets and through joint ventures with for-

eign companies would be an improvement over the contract responsibility

system. However, the corporatization of state �rms in the absence of formal

privatization created large scale of corruption.

The relationship between the dual track approach and corruption is best

illustrated by He's documentation of two types of spontaneous privatiza-

tion in China. He (1997, pp. 101-38) documents the partial privatization

of state �rms via joint stock companies in China during 1987-1993.22 Un-

der the game rules wherein the rule maker, the referee, and the player are

the same government agent, this spontaneous privatization involves a large

scale of corruption. She identi�es four types of corruption in this govern-

ment insider-controlled process. The �rst mode of corruption is to directly

allocate shares of state-owned joint stock companies to government oÆcers

ment indirectly taxing residents. But this again generates dilemma between eÆciency
and injustice caused by tolerance of corruption.

21\China City Turns Into a Prototype for Privatization," Wall Street Journal, June
10, 1995. See also \Heilongjiang puts 200 �rms on the block," China Daily, June 7,
1996.

22There were 3800 joint stock companies in China in October, 1993 (He, 1997, p. 53).
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who have the approval power for setting up and regulating such companies,

and who have the power to allocate land, bank loans, and other important

resources (He, p. 55). In the second mode, private companies are set up in

Hong Kong or overseas as partners or subsidiaries of the state joint stock

company. Then, via various dealings between the two �rms with peculiar

terms (for instance, selling at a low price and buying at high prices), state

assets are transferred from the latter to the former (He, p. 60, p. 69). In

the third mode, private shareholders bribe the government representatives

in such joint stock companies to transfer the government shares free of

charge to the former via various restructuring schemes of ownership (He,

pp. 57-60). In the fourth mode, the government representative in the joint

venture between the state �rm and a foreign company purposely under-

states the value of the state asset, then gets paid by the foreign partner

under the table. Finally, many real private joint stock companies have

emerged during this period. But the owners of the companies must pay a

very high bribe to get them registered and keep them going (i.e., getting

land and other essential inputs and all kind of oÆcial approvals and per-

missions to avoid government expropriation and restriction of private busi-

ness). A very strong patronage relationship between government oÆcers

and private �rms is essential for the survival of private �rms in China.23 He

(1997) and other Chinese scholars hold that partial privatization of state

�rms via joint-stock ownership was a failure. Performance of most new

joint stock companies has not improved. The principle of \one share one

vote" in China's Company Law is not implemented in partial privatization

even after 1994 when China's Company Law was passed. Shares owned by

the government have more voting rights. Insider trading and corruption

are rampant. Many cases of spontaneous privatization of this kind of state

holding companies, documented in He (1997), involve capital ight to over-

seas.24 This pattern of companies becomes a vehicle for insiders stealing

state-owned assets.

He (1997, pp. 71-100), also documents many cases of spontaneous pri-

vatization of use rights of land under the dual track approach to state

ownership of land and trade of land use rights. According to her, this is

a large scale corruption process in which government oÆcers who have ap-

proval power for procuring land sell their approval documents for money.

Most of the money used to purchase land was from state banks. Hence,

in this large scale of China's enclosurement during 1988-1994, many state

bank oÆcers who have approval rights to loans and their supervisors were

23Chen and Zhou (1996) document many cases of large private companies that
emerged in this period and state predation of private �rms.

24According to Xing (1999), enormous values of errors and missing items in China's
international income balance reect the huge size of capital ight. This item was $9.8,
$17.8, $15.6, and $16.9 billion in 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997, respectively.
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involved in corruption. Again, the dual track approach creates the market

for use rights of land on the one hand, and institutionalizes corruption and

state opportunism on the other.

In the 1995 ranking by Transparency International of the seriousness of

corruption within 41 countries, China ranked second in the extent of cor-

ruption (Sachs and Woo, 1999). Continuing corruption and misuse of state

assets will further undermine public support for the existing political insti-

tutions. The adverse e�ect of the dual track approach may well outweigh

its positive e�ect on raising constituencies for the reforms via buying out

the vested interests.

In addition, the dual track approach generates very unequal income dis-

tribution, which is associated with ineÆciency. Discrimination against ru-

ral residents institutionalized by the residential registration system creates

anti-eÆciency unequal income distribution between the urban and rural ar-

eas. Discrimination against inland regions institutionalized by trade priv-

ileges granted to a restricted set of coastal regions creates anti-eÆciency

unequal income distribution between coastal and inland regions. The grow-

ing income gap between coastal and inland provinces, documented in Jian,

Sachs, and Warner (1996), and an increasing Gini coeÆcient not only re-

strict the extent of the market and retard evolution of division of labor,

but also generate popular and strong resentment against the regime, which

has caused a lot of protests and might cause large-scale rebellions.25

It seems to us that China's experience with the dual track approach does

not provide much new information that institutional experiments in the rest

of the world did not already provide. It just veri�es again that successful

economic development needs not only markets, but also constitutional order

and the rule of law to protect individuals' rights and provide e�ective checks

and balances of government power. Appropriate moral codes, behavior

norms, and breaking political monopoly of the ruling party are essential

for the formation of the constitutional order.

25China's Gini coeÆcient increased from 0.2 in 1978 to .433 in 1994 (He, 1997, p. 257).
According to her, the oÆcial Gini coeÆcient in 1994 understated inequality because of
the hidden illegal income of the rich. She cites one nonoÆcial estimate of the Gini
coeÆcient as 0.59 in 1995. In contrast, Taiwan's Gini coeÆcient decreased from .53 in
the 1950s to 0.33 in the 1970s during the takeo� stage of economic development (Fei,
Ranis, and Kuo, 1979).
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6. TRADE OFFS BETWEEN RELIABILITY AND THE

POSITIVE NETWORK EFFECTS OF DIVISION OF LABOR

AND BETWEEN INCENTIVE PROVISION AND

STABILITY

Output fall during transition in Eastern Europe and Russia is a phe-

nomenon that many economists did not expect. Roland (2000, p. 202)

reports the surprising scale of such output fall. Poland's growth rates of

real GDP were �11:6 and �7:6 in 1990 and 1991. Hungary's were �3:5,

�11:9, �3:0, and �0:9 in 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993, respectively. Czech's

corresponding �gures were �0:4;�14:2;�6:4;�0:9, respectively. Russia's

growth rates of real GDP were �13;�19;�12;�15 in 1991, 1992, 1993,

1994, respectively. In this section, we use the models developed in Lio

(1998) and Sachs and Yang (2000, chapter 10) and a cobweb model similar

to the one of Aghion, Bacchetta, and Banerjee (1998) to explain the output

fall phenomenon.

The Lio model (1996, 1998) shows that complete insurance can increase

reliability of the network of division of labor, thereby increasing the equi-

librium level of division of labor and related aggregate productivity. Prior

to the reforms, the Soviet Union and other socialist countries established

a large network of division of labor by mimicking the capitalist industri-

alization pattern. Each state in the socialist block specializing in a sector

supplied to all of other states and bought goods from each of other special-

ized sectors in other states. For instance Ukraine specialized in producing

grain, Czech specialized in producing locomotives and other engines, and

East Germany specialized in producing machine tools. This large network

of division of labor would have very low reliability in the absence of in-

surance. Hence, an implicit complete insurance system was developed in

the socialist countries. There was complete employment insurance, pension

insurance, medical insurance, trade insurance, and so on. Each state �rm

was insured for all goods it produced in the sense that the central plan-

ner would buy all of them. Although this complete insurance generated a

great deal of moral hazard, it provided reasonably high reliability of the

large network of division of labor.

As the Soviet Union broke down, the complete trade insurance between

the ex- socialist countries disappeared. The reliability of the large network

of division of labor established by the central planning system in the 1950s,

of course decreased exponentially in the new reform era before the market

for insurance was developed. As Roland (2000) suggests, the major reason

for output fall is the break of the trade connection between ex-socialist

countries. From the model in Yang and Ng (1993, chapter 11), we have

learned that there is a trade o� between deepening the relationship with

the incumbent trade partner and broadening potential trade connections.
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Under a socialist system, the transaction cost coeÆcient for broadening

potential relationships is extremely great because of the rigid hierarchical

structure of the central planning system. Hence, there is not much room for

trading o� a large number of potential partners against a deep incumbent

relationship in order to increase the reliability of the network of division

of labor. As the break-up of the Soviet Union and the socialist block cut

the incumbent trade connection between many highly specialized �rms, the

entire network of division of labor of course failed to work. According to

Lio's theory, it would be very surprising if there were no such mass output

fall after the break-up of the Soviet Union and the socialist block.

The Lio model (1996, see also Sachs and Yang, 2000, example 10.6) shows

that there is a trade o� between incentive provision, which can be increased

by incompleteness of insurance, and reliability gains of the network of di-

vision of labor, which can be increased by insurance. This trade o� implies

that focusing on incentive provision and ignoring the positive contribution

of the implicit insurance to the network reliability of division of labor may

not achieve the eÆcient balance of the trade o�. The development of vari-

ous insurance markets is essential for the success of privatization reforms.

The recent Russian �nancial crisis was correlated with high international

capital mobility. Aghion, Bacchetta, and Banerjee (1998) develop a cobweb

model to explain why great capital mobility in a developed international

�nancial market may decrease market stability. Their story runs as fol-

lows. If there is a time lag between economic performance and �nancial

signals, there would be a trade o� between incentive provision, which can

be increased by sensitivity of feedback between signals and players' actions,

and stability of the feedback process, which will be decreased by increasing

the sensitivity. A feedback system that is not sensitive to signals (as in a

socialist system) would fail to provide enough incentive for economic devel-

opment. But a too-sensitive feedback process will generate nonconvergent

uctuation, an explosion, or a chaotic process. In the model of Aghion et

al, the degree of feedback sensitivity is represented by a feedback sensitivity

coeÆcient in a di�erence equation that relates signals to players' actions

via a time lag between the two variables. High capital mobility in a devel-

oped international �nancial market is associated with a large value of the

coeÆcient. This high mobility implies that any trivial positive signal can

attract capital from all countries in the world, and thereby create a huge

inow of capital within a very short period of time. Any trivial negative

signal can have a huge opposite e�ect, which can generate a panic ight of

capital (explosion or chaos in the nonlinear di�erence equation).

This trade o� between incentive provision and stability implies that it

is not eÆcient to have an extremely high power incentive. Russia liberal-

ized its capital account prior to privatization reforms. This signi�cantly

increased the sensitivity of the feedback mechanism. Privatization reforms
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further increased the sensitivity, which is good for providing incentives,

but not good for stability. Of course, corruption and money laundry were

the source of negative signals. Without the moral hazard caused by op-

portunism, sensitive feedback itself may not make trouble, just like what

happens to the highly developed �nancial market in Taiwan and in West-

ern Europe. But moral hazard itself is not enough to explain Russia's

and South Korea's �nancial crises, since moral hazard in China, which was

not greatly a�ected by the Asian �nancial crisis, is even greater than in

Russia and South Korea. Some economists explain the �nancial crises in

Russian and Asia using the conventional models of moral hazard. But the

models cannot explain why the crises occurred when liberalization and pri-

vatization were implemented. Lio's models (1996, 1998) and the model of

Aghion et al show that the trade o�s between reliability, transaction costs,

and economies of division of labor and between incentive provision, sharing

risk, and stability can explain the crises better. In the rest of this section,

we use a cobweb model to illustrate the story behind the model of Aghion

et al.

Example 5: A cobweb model with the trade o� between sensitive incen-

tive and stability.

Consider the Smithian model in Sachs and Yang (2000, example 4.2).

An individual's decision problem based on the CES utility function is:

Max: u = [xc)� + (yc)�]1=� (utility function)

s.t. x
c
� x+ kx

d
y
c
� y + ky

d (de�nition of quantities to consume)

x+ x
s = 1a

x
y + y

s = 1a
y

(production function)

1x + 1y = 1 (endowment constraint)

pxx
s + pyy

s = pxx
d + pyy

d (budget constraint)

where x and y are respective amounts of the two goods self-provided, xs

and y
s are respective quantities of the two goods soled, x

d and y
d are

respective quantities purchased, li is the quantity of labor allocated to the

production of good i. pi is the price of good i, which is a given parameter in

a Walrasian regime. The optimum decisions in the various con�gurations

are summarized in the following Table.

where p � py=px and � 2 (0; 1). Con�guration A is autarky where each

individual self- provides x and y. Con�guration (x=y) denotes that an

individual produces and sells good x and buys good y. (y=x) denotes that

an individual produces and sells good y and buys good x. The corner

equilibrium relative price in structure D consisting of con�gurations (x=y)

and (y=x) is p = 1, given by the utility equalization between the two

con�gurations.
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TABLE 1.

Corner Solutions in Four Con�gurations

Con�g Quantities self- supply demand indirect utility

uration Provided functions functions function u(p)

A x = y = 0:5a 0 0 2(1� �a)=�

(x=y) x = [1 + (k=p)
�=(1��)

]
�1

x
s
= [1 + (p=k)

�=(1��)
]
�1 y

d = x
s

=p [1 + (k=p)
�=(1��)

]
(1��)=�

(y=x) y = [1 + (kp)
�=(1��)

]
�1

y
s
= [1 + (kp)

��=(1��)
]
�1 x

d = py
s

[1 + (kp)
�=(1��)

]
(1��)=�

We now introduce the discrete time dimension into the model. There is

a one- period time lag between changes of the relative number of individ-

uals choosing professional occupations (x=y) and (y=x) in response to the

di�erence in utility between the two occupations. Hence,

Mx(t)�Mx(t� 1) = �[ux(t� 1)� uy(t� 1)] (1)

where t denotes the time period and � is the sensitivity coeÆcient of

changes in the number of specialist producers of x in response to the di�er-

ence in utility between two occupation con�gurations. Mi(t) is the number

of specialist producers of good i in period t. The indirect utility func-

tion ui for a specialist producer of good i is given in the above table. Since

Mx(t)+My(t) = M where population size M is a given parameter, changes

in Mx(t) are proportional to changes in My(t) in the opposite direction.

For simplicity, we assume that M = 1. Further, there is a one-period time

lag between changes of relative price of good y to good x in response to

changes in excess demand for good y. Hence,

p(t+ 1)� p(t) = �[Mx(t)y
d(t)�My(t)y

s(t)] (2)

where My(t) = 1 �Mx(t) and y
d(t) and y

s(t) are given in Table 1. � is

the sensitivity coeÆcient of changes of relative price in response to excess

demand for good y. The (1) and (2) constitute a second order nonlinear

system of di�erence equations in p and Mx. Assume that the initial state

of the system is given by Mx(0) = M0; p(0) = p0, and p(1) = p1. Then, the

dynamics and comparative dynamics of this system can be given by sim-

ulations on the computer. Figure 1(a) gives the results of the simulations

for � = 0:6; � = 0:2; � = 0:6; k = 0:6;M0 = 0; p0 = 0:2 and p1 = 0:21. In

panel (b), � is increased to 1.61 and other parameters are unchanged. In

panel (c), � is increased to 1.62 and other parameters are unchanged. In

panel (d), all parameter values are the same as in panel (a) except that �

increases from 0.2 to 0.3. In panel (e), all parameter values are the same

as in panel (a) except that k increases from 0.6 to 0.601.

A comparison of the time paths of relative price p and the numbers of x

specialists M in panels (a) and (b) shows that as the feedback sensitivity
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parameter � increases from 0.6 to 1.61, the convergence of the feedback

process to the static equilibrium (steady state, p = 1 and Mx = 0:5)

becomes faster. Panel (c) shows that as the sensitive coeÆcient � reaches

the threshold level, 1.62, the number of specialist producers of x becomes

negative after several rounds of feedback. A comparison between panels

(b) and (d) shows a similar result of an increase of value of sensitivity

parameter of � from 0.2 to 0.3 with unchanged � = 0:61. The negative

number of specialists in an occupation is not feasible. Hence, this implies

a breakdown of the division of labor and all individuals have to choose

autarky, even if the static equilibrium is the division of labor (utility in the

structure with the division of labor is higher than in autarky). This panic

rush of individuals from the occupation con�guration producing x to that

producing y as Mx tends to 0 looks like the panic rush of investors from

one country to the other in a highly integrated world market with a very

high level of international division of labor. A comparison between panels

(b) and (e) shows that an increase in the trading eÆciency coeÆcient k has

the same e�ect of an increase in feedback sensitivity parameters. Also, as

k reaches a threshold, the system will overshoot and never reach the steady

state.
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Figure 1: Trade o� Between Sensitive Incentive and

Stability of the Feedback Mechanism

The results are very intuitive. If the system starts from a non-equilibrium

state, then an occupation generates more utility than the other, so that in-

dividuals will shift from the latter to the former. This will adjust aggregate

demand and supply of a traded good and thereby excess demand for this

good. The relative price will change in response to the change in excess

demand. The indirect utility functions in di�erent occupations will change

in response to this change in relative price. This will again cause changes

in the relative number of specialists in the two occupations if the steady

state is yet to be achieved. In this feedback process, the more sensitive the

feedback, the faster the convergence of uctuations toward the steady state.

But if the feedback is too sensitive, the system may overshoot, so that the

steady state can never be reached. A larger trading eÆciency coeÆcient

has an e�ect similar to that of a larger feedback sensitivity coeÆcient. It

can speed up the convergence of the feedback before a threshold is reached.

A very high trading eÆciency may generate overshoot that paralyzes the

feedback mechanism.

This model can be used to explain uctuations of excess demand for

professionals, such as lawyers and accountants, with a time lag between

education and professional work. Also, it can explain the �nancial crisis

caused by liberalization reforms that increased sensitivity coeÆcients or

trading eÆciency by raising the mobility of capital, goods, and labor.

Liberalization and privatization reforms will increase feedback sensitiv-

ity coeÆcients or the trading eÆciency coeÆcient. This will make the

convergence of the economic system toward equilibrium faster, but will

also increase the risk of overshot that reduces the realized level of division

of labor and related trade. It can be shown that for the same feedback

sensitivity coeÆcient and trading eÆciency, the larger the initial di�erence
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between value of price and its static equilibrium level, the more likely the

feedback system may break down by overshot. This explains why Taiwan

was not greatly impacted by the Asian �nancial crisis.

Taiwan implemented liberalization and privatization reforms of its �nan-

cial sector before liberalizing its capital account. This ensured a low moral

hazard caused by state monopoly of the �nancial sector. This implies

that the initial di�erence between prevailing market price and its static

equilibrium level was not great when feedback sensitivity was raised by

liberalization reforms. China had very high moral hazard. But since it had

a very small feedback sensitivity coeÆcient due to the government's tight

control of the capital account, it was not greatly a�ected by the Asian �nan-

cial crisis either. In contrast, South Korea liberalized its capital account

before great moral hazard in its state monopolized �nancial system was

signi�cantly reduced. Hence, the initial di�erence between market price

and its static equilibrium level, which relates to moral hazard, and the

feedback sensitivity and trading eÆciency coeÆcients, which relate to the

openness of the �nancial market, are two major determinants of the trade

o� between incentive provision and stability. Hence, the di�erent cases of

Taiwan, China, and South Korea can all be explained by the cobweb model.

The story suggests that the sequence of liberalization and privatization re-

forms makes a di�erence. In the literature of engineering, the degree to

which the feedback system achieves the eÆcient balance of the trade o�

between feedback sensitivity and stability is referred to as feedback qual-

ity. The major task in macroeconomic policy-making is to raise feedback

quality.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper investigates the relationship between economic reforms and

constitutional transition, which has been neglected by many transition

economists. It is argued that assessment of reform performance might

be very misleading if it is not recognized that economic reforms are just

a small part of large scale of constitutional transition. Rivalry and com-

petition between states and between political forces within each country

are the driving forces for constitutional transition. We use Russia as an

example of economic reforms associated with constitutional transition and

China as an example of economic reforms in the absence of constitutional

transition to examine features and problems in the two patterns of tran-

sition. It is concluded that under political monopoly of the ruling party,

economic transition will be hijacked by state opportunism. Dual track ap-

proach to economic transition may generate very high long-term cost of

constitutional transition that might well outweigh its short-term bene�t of

buying out the vested interests.
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